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Given the health, policy, economic and financial disruption unfolding from the COVID-19 outbreak, resulting real estate
market shifts will not be fully reflected in Q2 2020 statistical indicators. It is too early to provide a quantitative assessment
or forecast of the ultimate market impact of COVID-19. Our analysis focuses on Q2 market activity and how the market is
positioned moving forward. We will be continually monitoring market movements as the situation evolves. Please feel
free to contact us if we can assist.
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United States key stats
Total
Total
Total
stock (s.f.) vacancy availability

Type
Warehouse & distribution
Manufacturing
Special purpose
Totals

10,071,101,908
3,471,514,938
37,200,270
13,579,817,116

6.3%
3.2%
2.2%
5.5%

9.5%
4.9%
3.3%
8.3%

The U.S. Industrial market posted healthy figures in the second
quarter, despite a slowdown in global economic activity. The
logistics sector is benefiting from the huge increase in online
buying. Vacancy rates did tick up marginally after the initial
slowdown due to COVID-19; however, leasing velocity picked up
significantly in May and June. While stay-at-home orders slowed
the pace of construction in select markets, the overall

YTD net
absorption

YTD const.
deliveries

Under
construction

Q2 2020
avg. rent

89,265,852
684,983
-33,792
89,917,043

138,843,343
7,505,623
0
146,348,966

268,662,445
12,011,747
20,000
280,694,192

$6.25
$6.56
$8.48
$6.30

development pipeline remains strong and the impact this
quarter was relatively modest. Prominent trends in the
industrial sector this quarter include delivery delays in
speculative development projects, slowdown in preleasing
rates due to a wait-and-see approach by tenants and a surge in
e-commerce leasing.
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Vacancy remains below 6.0 percent
Industrial rents remained unchanged from the start of 2020, reporting $6.30 per square foot

Source: JLL Research

U.S. industrial vacancy reported 5.5 percent at the close of the
second quarter. While we saw a slight increase of 30 bps from the
previous quarter, vacancy continues to remain near historic lows.
The JLL research team noted some firms hitting the pause
button on signing leases as they waited to see what economic
headwinds were ahead for their industry.
Despite uncertainty in the market, rent and concessions have
remained flat at $6.30 per square foot quarter-over-quarter.
Since 2019, rents have increased by 7.5 percent. With top
logistics markets operating at sub–3.0 percent vacancy rates, we
expect continued competition for quality space, adding pressure
on rents through 2020.

Overall net absorption was relatively steady this quarter,
reporting 42.1 million square feet, with Chicago leading the way
in the industrial market, absorbing 7.0 million square feet. The
Dallas/Fort Worth market had record-setting growth, with
absorption levels hitting 6.5 million square feet this quarter, and
continues to lead the nation in construction and deliveries going
into the second half of 2020. In select markets, absorption was
muted, particularly among smaller tenants reliant on trade
through the Ports of Los Angles and Long Beach. The declined
port volumes in March strained global supply chains as they
rushed to catch up. The slowing of the economy due to the
shelter-in-place orders took its toll on many small businesses,
forcing some to shutter space permanently, impacting overall
absorption in markets close to the major ports.
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E-commerce dominates leasing
Shelter-in-place has increased the use of online
shopping and fueled demand from e-commerce users
57.7

2018

45.0

2019

45.9

43.1
35.7

30.2

Food & Beverage leasing doubled this quarter
E-commerce leasing totaled 55.9 million square feet
year-to-date, and Food & Beverage increased to 11.4
million square feet this quarter

26.2

44.7

31.8
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22.2
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E-commerce

Construction Materials & Building Fixtures
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Source: JLL Research

Industrial tenant sectors dominating the market this quarter
included e-commerce, logistics & distribution and 3PL. The sharp
pivot in consumer behavior and shopping habits due to the
pandemic resulted in e-commerce leasing more than 55.9 million
square feet of industrial space in the first half of 2020. With
physical retail severely disrupted over the past three months,
there has been a significant increase in shopping online. As a
result, the demand for infill space by large e-commerce and
logistic companies, driven in part by the change in shopping
habits and online purchasing due to the pandemic, cannot be
understated. This quarter major e-commerce-dependent
companies scrambled for Class A industrial product to manage
the increased demand on their supply chains. While the longterm effects of coronavirus shutdowns are yet to be realized,

Retail

100 MSF

Food & Beverage

50 MSF

Q2 2020

40 MSF

3PL

0 MSF

26.4

Logistics & Distribution

55.9

Retailer (e-commerce)

YTD 2020

Construction Materials &
Building Fixtures

2017

the shift in consumer behavior toward e-commerce is expected
to continue. We anticipate increased interest for urban logistics
space in high-density markets such as Los Angeles, the San
Francisco Bay Area and New York going into the next year.

Source: JLL Research

The food & beverage sector accounted for 11.4 million square
feet in leasing activity this quarter. The 5.2 million-square-foot
increase was driven by significant adoption in online grocery
shopping, driving the need for cold storage space.
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The Construction pipeline remains strong, with deliveries in Q2 reaching 78.5 million square feet
The industrial construction pipeline continues
to remain strong, despite delays as a result of
the pandemic. Deliveries totaled 78.5 million
square feet at the close of Q2, one of the
highest quarters to date, with the Dallas/Fort
Worth, Chicago and Houston markets
accounting for 29 percent of the total supply
added to the industrial market. The overall
industrial pipeline has 280.6 million square feet
under construction, with Dallas/Fort Worth,
Eastern & Central Pennsylvania, Inland Empire,
Atlanta, Chicago and New Jersey accounting
for 39.7 percent.
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Outlook
The industrial market has been remarkably resilient with
the increase in online shopping and e-commerce as
significant contributors, and we anticipate this trend to
continue. COVID-19 pushed online adoption rates
substantially higher than expected, driving continued
demand through the end of the year and into 2021. We are
closely watching new construction, specifically pre-leasing
rates of speculative construction.
Looking forward, the industrial property sector continues to
exhibit sturdy fundamentals. While there have been no
meaningful impacts yet on lease rates due to COVID-19,
other core fundamentals including vacancy rates have the
potential to increase in the coming months, due to delays
in tenant occupancies. Increasing demand and limited
supply make the industrial property sector advantageous.
2020's total net-absorption to near the 200-million-squarefoot-mark, as seen in previous years
We have seen an uptick in manufacturing inquiries from
healthcare, pharma and critical supply industries. This has
the potential to be a growing component of demand,
especially in 2021. Urban logistics continues to grow in
importance as last mile delivery demand increases and the
infrastructure needs to be built to handle it. While the
length and depth of the coronavirus-induced economic
contraction have yet to be determined, the industrial sector
is expected to be a resilient property sector moving into the
second half of the year.
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United States Industrial quick stats
▼ Lowest vacancy
New York City
New Jersey
Hampton Roads
Orange County
Nashville
Los Angeles

2.1%
2.5%
2.9%
3.1%
3.2%
3.6%

▲ Highest annual net absorption (s.f.)
Dallas/Fort Worth
Chicago
Eastern & Central Pennsylvania
Inland Empire

13,143,886
11,333,467
9,168,380
8,436,595

Atlanta

4,985,009

Indianapolis

4,685,805

▲ Highest under construction (s.f.)
Dallas/Fort Worth
Eastern & Central Pennsylvania
Inland Empire
Atlanta

22,691,724
21,047,107
19,774,200
17,280,450

Chicago

16,375,590

New Jersey

14,316,905

Atlanta
COVID’s full impact on metro remains to be seen, as
2020 fundamentals and activities mirror those of 2019
• After a slow start to 2020, demand picked up momentum in Q2 with
quarterly net absorption reaching 4.2 million square feet.
• Q2 saw 4.5 million s.f. of new supply, led by large-block speculative
deliveries in the I-20 West and Airport/South I-85 submarkets.
• Rental rates experienced modest growth of 5.1 percent over last year,
while vacancy rates ticked up 50 basis points year-over-year.
The impact of COVID-19 on the metro remains to be seen, as activity in Q2
2020 was generally positive and mirrored that of Q2 2019. Second quarter
move-ins accounted for nearly 85 percent of the net absorption YTD, bringing
total net absorption just shy of 5.0 million square feet. Move-ins were led by a
large ecommerce tenant taking over 1.1 million square feet in the I-20 West
submarket, and a major big-box retailer taking another 1.0 million square feet
in the Northeast submarket for new fulfillment and distribution centers. Other
notable tenant move-ins this quarter included SBS Transportation, occupying
517,500 square feet at the Palmetto Logistics Center, and HWC Logistics, who
moved out of the Southfield Logistics Center to occupy nearly 500,000 square
feet at Aerotropolis West III.
In response to continued demand in the market, deliveries ticked up this
quarter representing 4.5 million square feet of new inventory, the majority of
which was speculative. While COVID-19 has slowed the pace of construction in
the metro, the impact to the development pipeline is relatively modest when
compared with other major markets. Currently, the metro has 17.3 million
square feet under construction, over 11.9 million of which is set to deliver by
year’s end. Upward pressure from sustained demand and new inventory
coming to market contributed to year-over-year rent growth of 5.1 percent,
while vacancy in Q2 ticked up slightly, adding 50 basis points year-over-year.
Outlook
While COVID-19 may put further downward pressure on the economy, Q2
fundamentals and activities suggest continued demand for the metro looking
forward. There are currently over 100 known tenants surveying the market, led
by retailers and logistics firms, and leasing activity continued to remain steady
in Q2 with the vast majority of deals new leases versus renewals. Leases
commencing in the second half of 2020 represent more than 5.1 million
square feet of space, which should help temper any negative pressure ahead.
For more information, contact: Reg Williams | reginald.williams@am.jll.com
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Fundamentals
YTD net absorption
Under construction

Forecast
4,985,009 s.f. ▲
17,280,450 s.f.

Total vacancy
Sublease vacancy
Average asking rent (NNN)

7.9%
1,834,282 s.f. ▶
$4.12 p.s.f.

Concessions
Supply and demand (s.f.)
30,000,000

Stable
Net absorption
Deliveries
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$4
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$0
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Baltimore
Active construction pipeline continues with 2.3 million
square feet of deliveries this quarter
• 2.3 million square feet of new industrial space delivered this quarter,
with 65% available
• Despite over half a million square feet of positive net absorption YTD,
vacancy slightly increased due to new deliveries and construction
• COVID-19 has slowed tenant activity. However, the market is in a stronger
position to withstand a downturn than it was in past cycles

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
587,617 s.f. ▲

Under construction

1,850,453 s.f. ▲

Total vacancy

9.7% ▶

Sublease vacancy

2,312,616 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$5.63 p.s.f. ▼

Concessions

The Baltimore Industrial market absorbed 162,729 square feet of space in Q2,
down from last quarter and a record 2019, but still positive amid the current
pandemic, despite corporate relocations and consolidations, Next Day Blinds
vacating 8251 Preston Ct in Route 1 for 118,300 square feet and RPM Logistics
downsizing by 50% at 1411 Tangier Dr in Baltimore County East. New tenant
demand over the quarter was largely driven by the data management
solutions company, Whitebox Technologies, which signed a 359,000-squarefoot relocation to 1010 Swan Creek Drive in Baltimore Southeast. In addition,
Barker Steel Mid-Atlantic took occupancy of their 133,520 square foot location
at 1954 Halethorpe Farms Road in BWI/Anne Arundel.
2.3 million square feet delivered in Q2, representing a 41% increase over the
10-quarter average of 1.3 million square feet. Of those deliveries, 1.7 million
square feet is concentrated in the I-95 North submarket with an availability
rate of 65%. As a result, despite absorbing over half a million square feet
through the first half of 2020, direct vacancy increased 110 basis points over
the prior quarter. Looking ahead, 1.8 million square feet of industrial space
remains under construction, 1.7 million of which is still on track to deliver by
the end of 2020, with the majority located in I-95 North.
Outlook
The global pandemic’s effect on the market remains in flux, as the length and
severity of its impact on the economy have yet to be determined.
Nonetheless, the market’s low vacancy rate, access to the Port of Baltimore,
last-mile demand potential, and the production of e-commerce are extremely
compelling, holding the market’s medium- to long-term prospects relatively
unchanged.

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)

Net absorption
Deliveries

10,000,000
5,000,000
0
2016

2017

2018

2019

YTD
2020

Total vacancy
15%
13%
11%
9%
7%
5%
2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

Average asking rent ($ p.s.f.)
$8

Direct
Sublease

$6
$4
2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

For more information, contact: Ben Caffey| benjamin.caffey@am.jll.com
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Boston
Major e-commerce giant leads the way in second
quarter leasing
• Industrial remains a bright spot in the new normal that COVID has
presented with many consumers flocking to purchase goods and
services online.
• As a result, tenants have absorbed nearly 1,000,000 square feet in the
first half of 2020 and 512,000 square feet in the second quarter alone. 90
percent of tenant absorption has taken place in the south market, as
tenants continue to struggle to find space in supply-constrained markets
west and north of the city.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption
Under construction
Total vacancy
Sublease vacancy
Direct asking rent
Sublease asking rent
Concessions

The large e-commerce firm continues to be the elephant in the Greater Boston
Supply and demand (s.f.)
market taking down space within each submarket as it builds out its delivery
station network. Over the last 24 months the firm has leased nearly 4 million
3,000,000
square feet across 8 sites including over 1 million in the second quarter alone.
These sites represent the last locations in which packages are sorted before being
sent out for final delivery to customers. Locations this quarter include Alger Street 1,000,000
in Boston, West Street in Mansfield, JQA Road in Taunton, and Industrial Park
Road in Hingham.

Forecast
923,526 s.f. ▶
2,229,250 s.f.
6.1% ▶
643,682 s.f.
$8.35 p.s.f.
$6.25 s.f.
Stable ▶
Net absorption
Deliveries

-1,000,000

In the capital markets, trading volumes dipped 71 percent quarter-over-quarter
from $675 million to $196 million. However, if you remove the record setting $355
million single-asset sale to Clarion in Revere in the first quarter, deal volume only
fell 38 percent. Year-over-year deal volume dropped 47 percent. The largest
transaction of the quarter was Westbrook Partners purchase of the 674,000square-foot warehouse to single-tenant user Casual Male XL. The deal was struck
at $51 million, or $76 per square foot, at 555 Turnpike Street in Canton.
TA Realty delivered 330 & 350 Bartlett Street in Northborough this quarter adding
600,000 square feet of high-bay vacancy to the market. The combined buildings
represent nearly 65 percent of all available high-bay warehouse & distribution
space in the entire west market and should provide much needed relief in the
supply constrained market.
Outlook
Despite the devastating health impacts, industrial demand is anticipated to be a
bright spot throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. E-commerce companies have
almost become the sole organizations hiring, while many other consumer-based
industries have been shedding jobs at a rapid clip. Boston has been no exception.
We expect the e-commerce trend to accelerate and continue as investors have
begun to respond with a robust development pipeline to meet the need.

2016

2017

2018

2019

YTD
2020

Total vacancy
15%
10%
5%
0%
2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

Average asking rent ($ p.s.f.)
$10

Direct
Sublease

$8
$6
$4
$2
$0
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For more information, contact: David Coffman | david.coffman@am.jll.com
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Broward
Net absorption takes a dive, but late 2020
rebound possible
• Net absorption weakened during the second quarter to negative 700,000
square feet.
• Construction activity remains elevated, but with the onset of COVID-19,
we expect construction to slow.
• Vacancy increased by 480 basis points since 2017.
Net absorption declined in the second quarter from large move-outs that
were previously expected to impact the market through the end of June.
However, the market has experienced an increase in leasing activity during
the past three months, rising nearly 10 percent, which may rebound
absorption in the upcoming quarters. Some of the most notable transactions
this quarter were: Kehe Distributors (200,000 square feet), Brandy Melville
(112,000 square feet), and an e-commerce tenant (250,000 square feet). These
transactions accounted for almost 50 percent of the total deal flow recorded
since April, which is indicative of strong, and growing, demand in the region
for large blocks of space despite concerns with the COVID-19 pandemic.
In terms of new construction, there is 2.8 million square feet expected to be
delivered by year end, a figure not seen since 2002. Prior to the COVID-19
pandemic, the market was expecting nearly 3.3 million square feet of new
deliveries, but due to the economic uncertainty facing the nation, developers
have adopted a “wait-and-see” approach. Developers have paused their start
dates on multiple projects across the market, totaling over 1.3 million square
feet, most of which are pad-ready sites. In addition, the amount of pre-leased
space continues to be minimal, so far there is 1.5 million square feet of space
under construction with no pre-leasing in place. At the same time, overall
vacancy in the market has experienced a major upswing, increasing by 480
basis points since 2017 when it was trending at an all time low of 3.0 percent.
Today, overall vacancy stands at 7.8 percent.
Outlook
The market will continue to have strong demand fundamentals to support
growth. New development has been at record levels for three consecutive
years, and 2020 is likely to set a new record. Much of this space in underway in
just two submarkets, so demand will need to accelerate in those areas in
order to absorb the additional supply. We believe changing dynamics will
favor the overall market in the medium to long term

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
-711,592 s.f. ▲

Under construction

1,552,783 s.f. ▲

Total vacancy

7.8% ▲

Sublease vacancy

357,622 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$8.45 p.s.f. ▲

Concessions

Stable ▼

Supply and demand (s.f.)
3,000,000

Net absorption
Deliveries

1,000,000

-1,000,000
2016

2017

2018

2019

YTD
2020

Total vacancy
15%
10%
5%
0%
2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

Average asking rent ($ p.s.f.)
$10

Direct
Sublease

$8
$6
$4
2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

For more information, contact: Erik Rodriguez| erik.Rodriguez@am.jll.com
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Central Valley
Despite the COVID slowdown, the Central Valley sees
positive absorption and new deliveries
• Strong positive net absorption of 1.2 million square feet occurred in the
second quarter, due in part to the completion of two large build-to-suit
projects.
• More than 2.2 million square feet of new construction delivered this
quarter and one project broke ground.
• Average asking rents remained stable this quarter and continue to be
higher than historical rents recorded before 2019.
The Central Valley saw more than 1.25 million square feet of positive net
absorption this quarter. Two large build-to-suit projects that delivered this
quarter contributed; the 278,700 square-foot expansion for Penske on N
Airport Way in Manteca, and Trader Joe’s 200,000 project on Pock Lane in
Stockton. The speculative 746,790 square-foot building at the Centerpoint
Intermodal Center in Manteca delivered fully leased.
Seven speculative buildings delivered vacant this quarter; a 419,608 square
feet on Aviation Drive from Panattoni and 77,976 square feet from Buzz Oates
on Bridgeford Street, both in Stockton, and five buildings at the Mountain
Technology Center in Tracy from Panattoni, totaling more than 513,000
square feet. Eight speculative buildings are still under construction; one broke
ground this quarter on Arch Airport Road & Pock Lane, a 140,000 square-foot
project from Buzz Oates. Still, with the 9.4 million square feet of actively
touring tenant demand, these projects will likely lease before year end.
All of the new speculative construction delivering this quarter contributed to
the increase in vacancy from last quarter; up 60 basis points. This will likely
continue through the year if the 2.5 million square feet of speculative new
construction in the pipeline delivers on time and is not preleased.
Average asking rents were stable in the second quarter, and are still
historically high. A dip in rent is likely due to the increasing vacancy rate and
considerable amount of new speculative construction that has hit the market
in the past two years.
Outlook
The shelter-in-place has increased e-commerce demand and thus, demand
for industrial product. However, until restrictions are lifted, expect market
activity to be slower than recent history. Landlords will likely increase
concessions in the coming year, as the deliveries hit the market.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
1,889,020 s.f. ▲

Under construction

5,452,096 s.f. ▼

Total vacancy

7.2% ▲

Sublease vacancy

194,920 s.f. ▲

Average asking rent (NNN)

$0.49 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Rising ▲

Supply and demand (s.f.)

Net absorption
Deliveries
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5,000,000
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15%
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Average asking rent ($ p.s.f.)
Direct
$1
$1
$0
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For more information, contact: Kristin Hagedorn | Kristin.Hagedorn@am.jll.com
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Charleston
Slowing port activity points to slowing industrial
demand across region
• Lack of demand and supply chain disruptions led container volumes at
Port of Charleston to decrease by 17.2% year-over-year in May
• 1.2 million s.f. of negative absorption due to dramatic decrease in
demand
• Unemployment quadrupled to 12.1%
• Auto and other manufacturers shutter for two months

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
2,256,515 s.f. ▼

Under construction

3,949,762 s.f. ▼

Total vacancy

6.1% ▲

Sublease vacancy

244,192 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$4.95 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

The Charleston industrial market slowed dramatically over the last quarter.
COVID-19 related economic disruption has led to a marked decline in tenant
demand and a significant increase in vacant space. Total vacancy increased
from 7.2 percent to 9.6 percent, pushed by 1.2 million square feet negative of
net absorption. The regional economy saw its unemployment rate nearly
quadruple from March to 12.1 percent.

Port activity has also declined dramatically over the past quarter. The volume
of loaded cargo boxes fell by 17.2 percent in year-over-year comparisons as of
May. The slowdown comes from reduced global shipments resulting from
supply chain disruptions and the global economic slowdown. Since March, 64
port calls have been cancelled, about 10.0 percent of the port’s regular
volume. Additionally, both BMW’s and Volvo’s plants were shut down most of
April and May, leading to a drastic decline in automotive shipments leaving
the port. The slowdown in volume casts doubts upon the ports $319.0 million
spending plan and the new Leatherman Terminal.

Flat ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)

Net absorption
Deliveries

10,000,000
5,000,000
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YTD
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Total vacancy
15%

10%

Outlook
The COVID-19 related downturn presents a continued level of uncertainty and
unease for all property sectors. However, industrial is the one sector with the
greatest upside. This is largely due to the surge in online shopping which has
increased space demand by e-commerce tenants. At the beginning of 2020, ecommerce accounted for 11.8 percent of all retail spending. This share is
expected to rise to 18.0 percent by then end of 2020.

5%
2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

Average asking rent ($ p.s.f.)

Direct
Sublease

$5

COVID-19 exacerbated a trend that was already taking place in the retail
sector. As consumers spend more dollars online, that only increases the need
for industrial warehouses to serve those customers.

$0
2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

For more information, contact: Brian Landes | brian.landes@am.jll.com
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Charlotte
E-commerce surge bolsters long term outlook for
industrial real estate
•
•
•
•

E-commerce and 3pl demand remains strong, fueled by online shopping
PPP stabilizes smaller firms
Many firms waiting to see economic impacts of protracted downturn
COVID-19 has already slowed tenant activity, which may impact
fundamentals. Nonetheless, the market is in a much stronger position to
withstand a downturn than it was in past cycles.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
2,140,857 s.f. ▼

Under construction

3,949,761 s.f. ▼

Total vacancy

6.1% ▲

Sublease vacancy

244,192 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$4.86 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

After a frothy last few years, the industrial market in Charlotte is cooling.
Leasing activity slowed by almost 70 percent amid concerns about economic
disruption related to COVID-19. The second quarter saw firms hit the pause
button as they waited to see what economic headwinds were headed toward
their industry. Though there are signs of economic uncertainty, select
industrial sectors are primed for future growth. Logistics firms and ecommerce real estate stand to benefit from potential permanent shifts in
consumer shopping behavior.
The second quarter continued the trend of tenants needing central locations
or pushing toward the exurban fringe to find larger spaces for +500,000square-foot floorplates. Tenant demand was high in the Airport submarket,
fueled by requirements needing close proximity to the urban core. The
Eastern Counties led net absorption with 373,317 square feet.
Outlook
The COVID-19 related downturn presents a continued level of uncertainty and
unease for all property sectors. However, industrial is the one sector with the
greatest upside. This is largely due to the surge in online shopping which has
increased space demand by e-commerce tenants. At the beginning of 2020, ecommerce accounted for 11.8 percent of all retail spending. This share is
expected to rise to 18.0 percent by then end of 2020.
COVID-19 exacerbated a trend that was already taking place in the retail
sector. Closed physical stores and consumer fear have further driven
consumers to e-commerce platforms. As consumers spend more dollars
online, that only increases the need for industrial warehouses to serve those
customers. The profound shift in retail spending will be a boon for industrial
real estate long after COVID-19 has passed.

Flat ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)

Net absorption
Deliveries
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For more information, contact: Brian Landes | brian.landes@am.jll.com
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Chicago
Chicago industrial market seeing less severe
pandemic impacts
Absorption climbs due to large occupied deliveries
Notable activity by the Automotive sector
Lineage Logistics expands cold storage footprint
E-commerce drives leasing volume accounting for 4.7 msf or 53% of all
2nd quarter transactions
• Select developers still focused on new speculative projects in O’Hare,
I-80, Lake County and North DuPage
•
•
•
•

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
11,333,467 s.f. ▶

Under construction

16,375,590 s.f. ▼

Total vacancy

6.0 % ▲

Average asking rent (NNN)
Concessions

$5.35 p.s.f. ▶
Stable ▶

The Chicagoland Industrial market posted healthy figures in the second
Net absorption
Supply and demand (s.f.)
Deliveries
quarter despite a major slowdown in global economic activity. The 7.1 million 30,000,000
square feet of positive net absorption outpaced first quarter’s figure. The
vacancy rate remained unchanged from the first quarter mark of 6.0 percent.
20,000,000
There are 9 submarkets where space availability remains especially tight as
evidenced by a sub five percent rate, better still, no submarkets have risen into 10,000,000
double digit vacancy. The “Amazon effect” was a major driver as the company
accounted for the four largest leases inked in quarter two. Those transactions
spanned four submarkets within two states, encompassing 3.4 million square
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019YTD 2020
feet. The automotive industry was also active as: Mazda, Hyundai, Brake Parts
Inc, American Tire Distributors and Camso USA completed leases this quarter.
Total Vacancy
The most notable investment sale was completed by Prologis, selling two
8.8%
buildings occupied by Amazon in Kenosha totaling 1.6 million square feet to
7.8% 7.3%
7.1% 7.3%
Alpha Industrial Properties. Also of note, Brookfield Properties acquired a
6.1% 6.1% 6.0%
220,000 square-foot truck terminal in a sale leaseback with Go2 Logistics, in
River Grove. Coming out of the winter, the development pipeline remains
brisk with nearly 12 million square feet completed at mid-year. We witnessed
certain speculative and build-to-suit projects paused due to uncertainty,
however, there are massive build-to-suits moving forward by Harbor Freight,
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Ferrara Pan and Amazon, keeping the construction figures elevated with 16.4
million square feet underway.
Outlook
Pandemic fears have caused short term disruptions, but Chicago is wellpositioned to weather the storm due to its significant transportation
infrastructure and diversified economy. While six submarkets posted negative
absorption in the second quarter we don’t expect to see massive move outs or
a glut of space coming back to the market. As short term stimulus monies run
out, we are hopeful that economic conditions will continue to recover during
the second half of the year.

Average asking rent ($ p.s.f.)
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For more information, contact: George Cutro| George.Cutro@am.jll.com
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Cincinnati
Short-term leasing picks up in period of
economic uncertainty
• Another 1.5 million square feet delivered into the market in the second
quarter bringing this year’s completions just above 3.0 million square
feet.
• Occupancy gains turned positive in the second quarter erasing the first
quarter’s losses, resulting in about 600,000 square feet of positive
absorption year-to-date.
• With such high levels of new product hitting the market, vacancy remains
slightly above 6.0 percent.
The Cincinnati industrial market kept its momentum throughout the second
quarter despite facing economic uncertainty. The market posted about
800,000 square feet of positive absorption in the second quarter, erasing the
slight occupancy losses from the start the year. Leasing activity was moderate
with several first-generation spaces coming off the market, some of which on
a short-term basis; a trend the Cincinnati market has not experienced until
facing uncertainties from the ongoing pandemic. The largest lease of the
quarter was Proximo Spirits’ nearly 600,000-square-foot lease at Hebron
Logistics Center Bldg A, backfilling the former UMA space. Other leasing
included PAC Worldwide’s nearly 200,000-square-foot lease at Park North Bldg
3, and Home Depot’s 100,000-square-foot lease at 115 Enterprise Dr.
Over the last several years, new construction has surged throughout the
Cincinnati market. This trend continued into the second quarter with over 2.0
million square feet of active speculative construction projects, along with
plans for another 1.5 million square feet of speculative space in the pipeline
set to break ground in the third quarter. Year-do-date, nearly 3.0 million
square feet of new product has come online.

Outlook
Heading into the second half of the year, uncertainties will remain as the
pandemic continues to exist within the United States. Industrial has faired
well thus far into the year, despite disruptions among market dynamics.
Momentum should continue into the second half of the year with new
construction continuing as planned, and several larger tenants entering into
the market. We expect e-commerce and 3PL companies to continue driving
leasing activity as companies focus on meeting consumer demands amid the
coronavirus outbreak. Construction numbers will also increase as more
projects in the pipeline begin to make their way to market.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
672,972 s.f. ▲

Under construction

6,717,456 s.f. ▲

Total vacancy

6.4% ▼

Sublease vacancy

919,950 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$4.26 p.s.f. ▲

Concessions

Falling ▼

Supply and demand (s.f.)

Net absorption
Deliveries
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For more information, contact: Abby Armbruster | abby.armbruster@am.jll.com
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Cleveland

Industrial sector shows its resiliency in uncertain times

Cleveland’s industrial market performed well in the midst of heightened
COVID-19 uncertainty with healthy activity from companies like Amazon,
Lordstown Motors, General Motors and more. During the second quarter,
Amazon signed two new leases totaling more than 600,000 square feet. In
June, Lordstown Motors unveiled its electric truck prototype and secured
1,000 new sales bringing its presale number to 14,000 units. Production of the
truck is scheduled to start in the summer of 2021. Moreover, General Motors
purchased a new site in Lordstown for $5.1 million and has begun
construction of a $2.3 billion battery plant. Local companies were also active
in the second quarter including GOJO, which is expanding into a 430,000square-foot building in Navarre and a 320,000-square-foot facility in Maple
Heights. Lastly, Clinton Aluminum plans to construct a 240,000-square-foot
facility just southwest of Akron in Norton, Ohio.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
1,499,652 s.f. ▶

Under construction

1,796,446 s.f.

Total availability

▶

• Cleveland’s industrial market performed well in the midst of heightened
COVID-19 uncertainty with healthy leasing and sales volumes.
• Local developers remain optimistic and continue to create new
opportunities in the area to alleviate historically low vacancy.
• Look for companies to re-shore critical operations, increase inventories,
and diversify supplier networks to reduce business risk.

5.6% ▶

Sublease vacancy

1,699,321 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent

$4.01 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)

Net absorption
Deliveries

4,200,000
2,800,000
1,400,000
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YTD
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Total vacancy

With much uncertainty, the industrial sector has been able to adapt quickly
and demonstrate resiliency. Many local companies continue to expand like
Infinium Wall Systems, a fast-growing company that is building a new 120,000square-foot headquarters in Strongsville. Likewise, local developers continue
to create new opportunities like Industrial Commercial Properties, who
recently acquired the mortgage to the long-troubled City View Center site with
plans to create a mixed-use business park. Similarly, Premier Development
Partners purchased the old ABB site in Wickliffe for $1.6 million with plans to
reposition the property for future companies.

12%

Outlook
The global pandemic’s effect on the industrial market continues to evolve,
and the shifting market conditions have created both winners and losers. Ecommerce, food and beverage, and 3PLs are aggressively leasing large blocks
of space, which is sustaining market demand as well as exposing a shortage of
modern bulk and freezer-cooler space. Despite the increase in demand for
premium space, construction activity is likely to cool through the end of the
year as developers adopt a cautious stance.

Average asking rent ($ p.s.f.)
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For more information, contact: Johnathan Miller | johnathan.miller@am.jll.com
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Columbus
Q1 2020
Industrial Insight

Tenant demand persists among evolving landscape
Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
3,821,921 s.f. ▲

Under construction

8,969,506 s.f.

Total vacancy

5.0% ▲

Sublease vacancy

705,220 s.f. ▲

Average asking rent

$3.93 p.s.f. ▲

Concessions

Warehouse demand throughout the Columbus market is not slowing down in
2020 despite national economic uncertainty. In fact, user demand for both
new and aging space appears to be picking up steam as we hit the halfway
mark. Net absorption in the second quarter eclipsed 2.2 million square feet,
pushing the year’s total to close to the same figure as all of 2019 at 3.8 million
square feet. Four modern bulk warehouses in the Southeast submarket
accounted for 870,000 square feet of absorption activity. This includes the
remaining space at Spiegel II and Tradeport III, which delivered in 2018 and
2019 respectively.

▲

• Year-to-date net absorption has nearly matched 2019’s year-end total at
3.8 million square feet
• The first half of 2020 has seen more warehouse completions than all of
2019 with over 5.0 million square feet delivering year-to-date
• Modern bulk leasing of 870,000 square feet ensures total vacancy doesn’t
rise above 5.0 percent

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)

Net absorption
Deliveries

10,000,000
5,000,000
0
2016

Kohl’s 1.2-million-square-foot project delivered in Etna, which also played a
role in the highest quarterly absorption total since the fourth quarter of 2017. Total vacancy
CP #3, a 324,000-square-foot speculative warehouse in the Southeast
15%
submarket, is now fully preleased to Shiseido with expected completion in the
third quarter. Year-to-date deliveries have already surpassed 2019’s total with 10%
at least another 5.0 million square feet expected in the second half of the year.
Nearly 3.7 million square feet broke ground in the second quarter despite the 5%
already anticipated record year for construction completions. Of the 8.9
0%
million square feet currently under construction, roughly 7.7 million square
2006 2008 2010
feet is speculative product.

2017

2018

2019

YTD
2020

2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

Average asking rent ($ p.s.f.)
Outlook
Average asking rents increased 2.9 percent in the second quarter with total
$6
vacancy rising slightly to 5.0 percent. Although vacancy will inevitably increase
due to the speculative construction pipeline, it is likely persistent demand
$4
among e-commerce and logistics users for bulk space will ensure supply
remains tight to the degree that rents continue their rise throughout 2020. At
this rate, the average asking rent for the Columbus industrial market will hit
$2
the $4.00 per square foot marker for the first time in its history.
2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016

Direct
Sublease

2018 2020

For more information, contact: Sam Stouffer | sam.stouffer@am.jll.com
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Dallas –
Fort Worth
Dallas-Fort Worth leads the nation in construction,
deliveries, and absorption through the first half of 2020
• Over 20 million square feet are currently under construction across the
DFW industrial market for the 18th consecutive quarter.
• The largest property in the current cycle delivered, a 2.3 million square
foot multi-level fulfillment center in the South Stemmons submarket.
• Vacancy in the South Dallas submarket has steadily decreased, falling
below 10% for the first time since Q3 2016.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
13,143,886 s.f. ▲

Under construction

22,691,724 s.f. ▲

Total vacancy

7.5% ▶

Sublease vacancy

2,698,613 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$4.64 p.s.f. ▲

Concessions

The Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) industrial market has continued its run of recordsetting growth through the first half of 2020. Deals already in progress prior to
the COVID-19 pandemic have continued the current momentum; however,
new leasing activity has declined by 11% year-over-year and 12% since Q1.

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)

Net absorption
Deliveries

30,000,000
20,000,000

For the 18th consecutive quarter, construction activity remained over 20
million square feet, with 8.7 million square feet located in the North Fort
Worth submarket. Nearly 10 million square feet delivered in Q2, including a
the largest property in the current cycle: a 2.3 million square foot multi-level
fulfillment center in the South Stemmons submarket, leased to a leading
global e-commerce provider for an initial 20 year term.
As demand continues, vacancy in the DFW market remains well below the
long-term average of 8.5% and peak of 12.7% in Q3 2009. The slight increase
of 0.4% since Q1 can be attributed to the delivery of nearly 6 million square
feet of speculative space. A wave of speculative construction in the North Fort
Worth submarket has pushed rates over 10% for the first time Q4 2016, as
tenants have steadily continued to lease the speculative construction in the
South Dallas submarket, dropping rates below 10% for the first time since
Q3 2016.
Outlook
During the first full quarter of the COVID-19 pandemic, deliveries and move-ins
continued despite some slowing in the broader macroeconomy. As both
tenants and landlords navigate the changing landscape, existing and new
deals continue. Looking forward we will closely be tracking market activity for
any changes in light of the COVID-19 pandemic. In particular, JLL will
continue to cautiously monitor the pipeline of speculative industrial space.
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For more information, contact: Nick Thomas | nick.thomas@am.jll.com
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Denver
Positive absorption and an active construction pipeline
persist despite uncertainty
• Sublease availability has increased by 12.1 percent since last quarter,
reaching an all-time high of 2.5 million square feet.
• Despite rising vacancy and availability, the market has not seen a
significant change in rental rates quarter-over-quarter.
• Overall leasing activity has slowed; however, larger tenants remain active
with seven 100,000+ square-foot users occupying spaces this quarter.
Leasing activity slowed significantly this quarter, down 55.7 percent during the
last 90 days and 36.0 percent year-over-year. Despite the slowdown, the
market recorded positive absorption for the 18th quarter running thanks to
multiple build-to-suits that were delivered and occupied, including Karcher,
Lockheed Martin, Allen Company, and FedEx. Amazon also continues to grow
its footprint amid an ever-increasing demand for e-commerce services,
evidenced by their occupancy of nearly 702,000 square feet this quarter,
bringing their total year-to-date occupancy to over 1.3 million square feet.
As travel restrictions ease and the economy begins to slowly re-open, new
tenant requirements are surfacing; 5.3 million square feet of new
requirements were added this quarter. These tenants will find that, despite
current uncertainty in the market, rents have not dropped. On the contrary,
average asking rents have increased by 0.3 percent since last quarter and 1.1
percent since last June. However, if vacancy continues to rise, landlords are
likely to soften their rates. For now though, rents and concessions are
holding steady.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
1,733,298 s.f. ▼

Under construction

7,018,152 s.f. ▼

Total vacancy

5.8% ▲

Sublease vacancy

1,338,384 s.f. ▲

Average asking rent (NNN)

$7.71 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Stable ▲

Supply and demand (s.f.)

Net absorption
Deliveries
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Vacancy ticked up this quarter, largely attributable to the 1.4 million square
feet of speculative product that delivered vacant. Although pre-leasing activity
is low, investor sentiment has not soured, as an additional 5.0 million square
feet of spec development remains in the pipeline. Construction timelines have
slowed but not entirely stopped, and these delays will provide an opportunity
for market demand to catch up with new supply.
Outlook
For now, rents are holding steady and absorption remains in the back. If low
leasing activity persists; however, market fundamentals may begin to soften,
signaling a shift toward a more tenant-favorable market. Expect sublease
availability to continue increasing as struggling tenants look to offload some
of their spaces.
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For more information, contact: Isabella Morfe| isabella.morfe@am.jll.com
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Detroit

Detroit market maintains momentum amid pandemic
• As the effects of the pandemic shook other property sectors, demand for
warehousing space remains red-hot.
• Market-wide vacancies declined to 6.0 percent, as 659,576 square feet
was absorbed, driven by healthy leasing activity.
• Local companies like Ford, Carhartt, and other area manufacturers have
moved to supply personal protective equipment for first-line responders.
Conditions in the Detroit industrial market continued to improve in the
second quarter even amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. Market-wide vacancies
fell ten basis points from last quarter to 6.0 percent, as 659,576 square feet
was absorbed, driven by healthy leasing activity. Average asking rents also
continue their steady climb, currently at $5.95 per square foot, a 2.9 increase
year-over-year. As the effects of the pandemic shook other property sectors,
demand for warehousing space remains red-hot. Local companies like Ford,
Carhartt, and other area manufacturers have moved to supply personal
protective equipment for first-line responders. In contrast, others such as
Beximco Group, who is planning a $20.0 million mask factory in Detroit, are
new to the market. Auto manufacturers saw a brief shutdown period as the
outbreak began, but production has since restarted, albeit with new
guidelines and processes specific to the pandemic response.

Second-quarter leasing activity was highlighted by Amazon’s 569,523-squarefoot deal at Liberty Park in Sterling Heights and P&THE Global Packaging’s
215,604-square-foot lease at 4250 South Haggerty in Canton. Other notable
transactions were Ground Effects taking 106,700 square feet at 7000 19 Mile
Road in Sterling Heights and Lowe’s signing a lease for 91,000 square feet
in Brownstown.
Outlook
Looking ahead, we remain optimistic amidst the uncertainty. Demand for
industrial space remains high in Southeast Michigan, and given the pandemic
and its effect on e-commerce, putting the shift from traditional shopping to
online into overdrive, warehouse space will be highly sought after moving
forward. The construction pipeline remains robust as nearly 4.5 million
square feet is currently under construction, with projects like Crossroads
Distribution Center in Van Buren Township and Ecorse Commons in Romulus
set to add new Class A warehouse space to the market.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
1,308,295 s.f. ▲

Under construction

4,458,066 s.f. ▲

Total vacancy

6.0% ▼

Sublease vacancy

1,687,309 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$5.95 p.s.f. ▲

Concessions

Falling ▼

Supply and demand (s.f.)

Net absorption
Deliveries
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For more information, contact: Harrison West | harrison.west@am.jll.com
The property set was updated to reflect the latest market dynamics, including the removal of functionally obsolete properties and the addition of recently completed developments.
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East Bay
Tenant touring activity takes a hit, but path forward
is promising
• Demand slows with actively touring tenant activity down by 27.3 percent
since the shelter-in-place.
• An increase in sublease spaces could impact rent growth and positive
absorption for the upcoming quarters.
• Even though demand is down temporarily, relatively low vacancy and a
diminished development pipeline could signal a strong recovery as
demand returns in the coming years.
After thirteen weeks since the shelter-in-place went into effect, the East Bay
has lost over a quarter of its actively touring tenants. Deals put on hold have
shot up to 1.6 million square feet, indictive of the toll COVID-19 had on the
market. Although it is too early to tell if these on-hold deals will die or start
touring again, certain industries have emerged as beneficiaries of shelter-inplace regulations. Demand for consumer durables and e-commerce has
increased modestly at 38.9 percent and 21.9 percent, respectively. 3PL’s
servicing retail operations have had the most dramatic increase of 252.0
percent, which represents 528,000 square feet of requirements. E-commerce
remains the dominant industry within the market with over 2.0 million square
feet of active requirements.
Sublease vacancy increased by 30 basis points as more spaces are being put
on the market, offering an opportunity for occupiers. Although demand has
diminished, this could be beneficial for the market as demand had
consistently outpaced supply for the previous years. With the market finding
an equilibrium of sorts, rents are expected to remain flat.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
129,335 s.f. ▶

Under construction

1,373,474 s.f. ▼

Total vacancy

6.1% ▲

Sublease vacancy

761,764 s.f. ▲

Average asking rent (NNN)

$0.92 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Rising ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)

Net absorption
Deliveries
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Additionally, the development pipeline is at its lowest point since speculative
development restarted in the East Bay in 2014. With only 1.37 million square
feet under-construction and no new starts beginning in the second quarter,
the East Bay will see reduced new deliveries as the market recovers from the
impact of COVID-19.
Outlook
Although the market seems balanced for now, as the economy reopens and
demand picks up over the coming year, the East Bay could become spaceconstrained, especially as developers halt speculative construction. As a
result, expect rent growth to pick up when demand returns and available
options become more limited. Expect developers to seek more urban infill
and land opportunities to meet requirements as the market emerges.
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For more information, contact: Joel Woodmass | Joel.Woodmass@am.jll.com
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Eastern & Central
Pennsylvania
Leasing velocity remained strong as absorption shows
year-over year growth for second straight quarter
• 5.3 million square feet was absorbed in the second quarter of 2020,
bringing the total to 9.1 million square feet through the first half of 2020,
a 54.7 percent increase compared to the first half of 2019.
• At the end of the second quarter, 22.7 million square feet was under
construction, 46.7 percent of which was preleased. The Lehigh Valley
accounted for 40.3 percent of all active construction.
• The overall vacancy rate dropped 40 basis points to 5.0 percent as
absorption outpaced deliveries for the first time since Q1 2019.
Despite some asset classes and geographies experiencing the negative effects
that COVID-19 has had on commercial real estate, the Eastern and Central
Pennsylvania industrial market continued to build off of a strong first quarter
with leasing velocity and tenant demand showing no evidence of a slowdown.
While some smaller, regionally-focused companies put requirements on hold,
most national companies continued to move forward to secure space and, in
some cases, expedited their process. In the second quarter, three new deals
transacted in the market that exceeded 900,000 square feet. Goodman leased
their 938,828-square-foot building in Carlisle and Home Depot leased Mericle’s
1,023,000-square-foot facility in Pittston, both of which delivered on a
speculative basis. Additionally, an undisclosed eCommerce company signed a
3.8 million-square-foot lease with Dermody Properties at the former General
Motors site in Wilmington, DE.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
9,168,380 s.f. ▲

Under construction

22,682,486 s.f. ▶

Considering that submarkets like the Lehigh Valley are dominated by large
publicly traded REITs, one-off transactions of stabilized Class A assets are few
and far between. However, one notable transaction occurred in the second
quarter with Black Creek Group’s purchase of 4200 E Braden Boulevard in
Easton for $62.5 million, or $131 per square foot, at a 4.62 percent cap rate. The
building was completed on a speculative basis in 2016 in a joint venture
between Dermody Properties and PCCP, and was fully leased after delivery to
Radial Inc., a logistics service provider.

10%

Outlook
Buoyed by a shift in the way consumers order and receive product, the
industrial asset class is well-positioned to maintain its upward trajectory. Having
said that, it is not only eCommerce that has significantly contributed to the
success of the Eastern and Central PA Market. Tenant demand tracked by JLL
has shown no slowdown over the past year, and Food & Beverage companies
lead all other industries. It is likely that the robust demand will continue to apply
upward pressure on asking rents and availabilities in the market.

Average asking rent ($ p.s.f.)

Total vacancy

5.0% ▶

Sublease vacancy

34,980 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$5.17 p.s.f. ▲

Concessions

Rising ▲

Supply and demand (s.f.)

Net absorption
Deliveries
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For more information, contact: Kevin Lammers| kevin.lammers@am.jll.com
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Greensboro/
Winston-Salem
Industrial economy hit by extensive job losses and
economic contraction
• Manufacturing jobs declined by 20.0 percent, accounting for 14,000 total
jobs
• Regional unemployment more than triples to 13.7 percent
• E-commerce gains bolster industrial demand in the Triad
• Online spending anticipated to reach 18.0 percent of all spending by
year end
• Pepsi takes 300,000 square feet
The Piedmont Triad boasts a diverse industry base and many location based
economic advantages. However, the region has not been immune to the
heartache caused by COVID-19 related disruptions. The region saw
unemployment rise from 4.3 percent in March to 13.7 percent in May.
Manufacturing was one of the most affected sectors; during that time the
region lost 14,000 jobs, accounting for 20.0 percent of the sector’s total.
After a surge in Q1, net absorption fell to 83,480 square feet across the Triad.
Despite the reduction in demand, occupancy remained steady and vacancy
fell from 4.2 percent to 3.9 percent. Rental rates, having reached a high water
mark in Q1, dropped by 12.0 percent to $3.72 per square foot. The Triad has
had lower levels of construction compared to other peer markets in the
Carolinas which is contributing to sustained occupancy and rental rates.

During the second quarter Pepsi Bottling moved into 316,000 square feet, a
win for Winston-Salem. Ryder Logistics moved into 120,000 square feet of new
manufacturing space in Greensboro.
Outlook
The surge in online shopping has increased space demand by e-commerce
tenants. At the beginning of 2020, e-commerce accounted for 11.8 percent of
all retail spending. This share is expected to rise to 18.0 percent by then end of
2020. COVID-19 exacerbated a trend that was already taking place in the retail
sector. As consumers spend more dollars online, that only increases the need
for industrial warehouses to serve those customers.
The Triad can capitalize upon this trend based largely on its geographic
location. Sitting within a 90-minute drive between both Charlotte and RaleighDurham, the region has enviable access to a consumer pool of over 6.6 million
people across the Piedmont.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
1,787,221 s.f. ▼

Under construction

1,146,196 s.f. ▼

Total vacancy

3.9% ▲

Sublease vacancy

185,514 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$3.72 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Flat ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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Hampton Roads
Vacancy drops and construction starts are announced,
but impact from a national recession is up in the air
• One-off occurrences cut overall vacancy and boosted direct absorption,
but vacant sublease inventory increased by just over 70,000 square feet.
• Equus Capital announced the area’s first spec warehouse in three years
along with a 350,000-square-foot build-to-suit for Massimo Zanetti.
• The government and defense contracting sectors kept employment
losses below national levels, but the effect of a national recession
remains unknown.
Industrial vacancy declined to 2.9 percent over the second quarter, with a
good portion of that due to the withdrawal of 250,000 square feet at 1416 Cary
Ave. from the market for owner use. This also added to increased overall net
absorption, as did a net occupancy gain of about 157,000 square feet as World
Distribution Services moved from 6969 Tidewater Dr into 326,000 square feet
at 1537 Air Rail Ave, which was converted from manufacturing and “renovatedto-suit” for the tenant after its purchase by Lingerfelt in December 2018.
Occupancy at prime buildings with 100,000 or more square feet has remained
stable, but a few spaces between 20,000 and 60,000 square feet have come on
the market and vacant sublease inventory rose by just over 70,000 square feet.
The second quarter brought the announcement of a 350,000-square-foot,
build-to-suit facility for Massimo Zanetti at Equus Capital’s Virginia Port
Logistics Park, which will be constructed along with a 348,000-square-foot,
Class A spec warehouse. This is the first spec project since InterChange and
Panattoni delivered 485,000 square feet of spec space in 2017. Construction
should begin this July and delivery of both buildings is planned for Q3 2021.
Outlook
An 8.0-percent drop in total nonfarm employment from March to May isn’t
good news, but it was a smaller decline than much of the country experienced
at the beginning of the pandemic. Strength in defense-related industries
should moderate damage to the local economy over the next several quarters,
although brokers report that tour activity outside those sectors has dropped
by about half. National occupiers still look at Hampton Roads for eCommerce
and logistics opportunities close to a major port, and quick occupancy of the
Equus spec build would reinforce the market’s desirability. But much depends
on the length and severity of the COVID-19 recession, and that will become
more clear in the second half of the year.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
462.656 s.f. ▼

Under construction

4,411,250 s.f. ▲

Total vacancy

2.9% ▲

Sublease vacancy

303,533 s.f. ▲

Average asking rent

$5.17 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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For more information, contact: Michael Metzger | michael.metzger@am.jll.com
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Houston
New supply coming online in Houston yet to be
balanced by user demand
• The industrial supply in Houston continues to grow with 14 million SF of
new deliveries so far in 2020
• As was seen last quarter, big-box retailers, both traditional and
ecommerce, dominated new construction
• Leasing volume on large transactions has faltered, as macroeconomic
trends and Coronavirus concerns slow decisions and hinder demand
Despite widespread uncertainty caused by the triple-threat of a national
recession, the COVID-19 pandemic, and an energy market downturn, the
Houston Industrial market posted another solid quarter of occupancy gains,
bringing the year-to-date total of new occupancy to 3.4 million square feet.
However, this midyear total is less than half the average seen in the
historically strong Houston market, where, on average, nearly 10 million
square feet was absorbed in each of the last five years. That being said, to
record millions of square feet of new occupancy in this environment speaks
to the outright - and ongoing - strength of the industrial market in Houston.
After an incredibly strong quarter of new deliveries in the first quarter when
8.4 million square feet of industrial product came online, the second quarter
saw another robust period of growth with 6.4 million square feet of new
deliveries. Because of the infusion of these new properties into the inventory,
vacancy rose 110 basis points as just over 4 million square feet came online
without a tenant to occupy the space. This phenomenon created a rare
situation where both vacancy has increased while net absorption is positive.
As we saw in the first quarter, the Coronavirus and economic uncertainty has
slowed property tours and therefore transaction activity, a trend which will
continue into 2021. With many large deals moving to a holding pattern,
leasing activity diminished by a significant margin, with transactions over
250,000 square feet all but evaporating.
Outlook
Given the ongoing expansion of port activities and retail/eCommerce in
Houston, the industrial market is well-positioned to weather the challenges
facing the region. However, vacancy will continue to climb as the 13 million
square feet of new development currently underway is finished. The most
pressing question now is how quickly this new product is absorbed.

Fundamentals
Forecast
Inventory
451,866,045 s.f. ▲
Q2 net absorption
1,732,611 s.f. ▶
2020 total net absorption
3,764,120 s.f. ▲
Under construction
13,241,859 s.f. ▶
Total vacancy
8.8% ▲
Average asking rent (NNN)
$0.49 p.s.f. ▼
Leasing activity
2,680,917 s.f. ▼
Concessions
Stable ▶
Supply and demand (s.f.)
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Indianapolis
Indy industrial market continues to grow
despite COVID-19
• Industrial occupancy growth at midyear 2020 is well ahead of recent
historical averages.
• Developers continue to deliver new product. While spec construction
remains plentiful, we are seeing an increase in build-to-suit construction.
• Tenant demand remains steady. A good flow of new requirements
continues to hit the market.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
4,685,805 s.f. ▲

Under construction

12,245,588 s.f. ▼

Total vacancy

4.9% ▲

Sublease vacancy

569,872 s.f. ▲

Average asking rent (NNN)

$4.10 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

The Indianapolis industrial market saw strong growth throughout the second
quarter, posting occupancy growth 2.5 times greater than in the first quarter.
As a result, year-to-date absorption is at its highest midyear level since 2016.
Despite this growth, both vacancy and availability rates increased slightly
quarter-over-quarter due to the delivery of 3.6 million square feet of
speculative construction. Still, speculative construction remains popular.
More than 70.0 percent of the one million square feet delivered on a
speculative basis in the first quarter is already spoken for.
Construction continues at a steady clip. Ten projects totaling 4.3 million
square feet broke ground in the second quarter. A handful more are currently
scheduled for ground-breaking in the next three months. While the market is
still experiencing its fair share of speculative construction, 2020 is seeing more
of an even split between owner-user and build-to-suit construction versus
spec construction compared to 2019 in terms of new project starts.
Outlook
Tenant activity has remained consistent amid the COVID-19 pandemic. Deals
continue to get done and new requirements continue to roll in. Since
Indianapolis’ stay-at-home orders first took effect in late March, 40 new
requirements totaling 10.0 million square feet are being tracked as actively
seeking space. Additionally, 26 deals totaling 10.2 million square feet have
been moved from active to done.
This demand speaks to the overall health and resiliency of the Indy industrial
market. With new active requirements in addition to future occupancies by
tenants that signed deals this quarter, the market is set up to continue
weathering the storm during the second half of 2020.

Rising ▲
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Inland Empire
Big box demand keeps the Inland Empire industrial
market going in the wake of COVID-19
• Asking rents continued to climb to all-time highs across the Inland
Empire as the need for large blocks of quality space remained steady
• Tenant demand for product larger than 200,000 square feet remains
elevated, as a number of leases were signed in this size range
• Pier One marked the first major move-out since shelter-in-place orders
went into effect, vacating 991,110 square feet in Ontario
The Inland Empire posted its 14th consecutive quarter of positive absorption
in Q2, as other major West Coast markets witnessed negative absorption due
to a slowing economy. With physical retail severely disrupted, over the past
three months there has been a sharp pivot in consumer behavior in favor of
shopping online. This has left major e-commerce dependent companies
scrambling for Class A industrial product to manage the increased demand on
their supply chains. Deal activity for product larger than 200,000 square feet
picked back up after a short pause, with over 15 leases inked in the quarter.
This activity has not only kept rents where they are, but actually pushed them
up 5.1 percent quarter-over-quarter.
With that said, the Inland Empire is not immune to the macroeconomic
environment. Net absorption was noticeably muted in the second quarter,
particularly among smaller tenants reliant on trade through the Ports of Los
Angles and Long Beach. Volumes at the twin ports this year is down 7.9
percent and has been on the decline since the middle of 2019 due to the
ongoing trade war between China and the United States. Add to this, the first
major fall out among retailers hit this quarter, as Pier One vacated 991,110
square feet after declaring bankruptcy.
Construction activity remains elevated across the Inland Empire. Developers
appear confident that industrial product will still be very much in demand
despite a slowing economy, as e-commerce and online shopping have
accelerated and are heavily dependent on having product in warehouses in
close proximity to the millions of consumers in the LA basin.
Outlook
Looking forward, a significant test of big box demand in the Inland Empire is
ahead, as more than 4.0 million square feet of product is expected to deliver
in the 3rd quarter. Assuming this product leases rapidly, we expect to see
developers ramp up their activity in short order.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
8,436,595 s.f. ▲

Under construction

19,774,200 s.f. ▲

Total vacancy

4.1% ▼

Sublease vacancy

2,211,092 s.f. ▲

Average asking rent (NNN)

$0.62 p.s.f. ▲

Concessions

Rising ▲
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Jacksonville
Jacksonville’s industrial real estate market shows
resilience amid uncertainty
• Imeson Road Distribution Complex broke ground in April and was the
only project still under construction at the close of the quarter.
• Freebird Commerce Center delivered 273,750 square feet across two
buildings and a 478,000-square-foot warehouse delivered at Imeson
International Industrial Park. All are still fully available.
• Rent growth persisted through the second quarter despite negative
absorption and rising vacancy amid pandemic-fueled uncertainty.
Industrial leasing activity in Jacksonville showed encouraging signs throughout
the second quarter of 2020 with average asking rates actually climbing as more
high quality product hit the market. Over 1.2 million square feet of deals were
inked, including Samsonite’s 528,000-square-foot lease of 1 Imeson Park
Boulevard. 782,000 square feet of new product delivered across three projects,
all in the Northside submarket and all fully available. This helped pushed the
market’s vacancy rate up to 8.5 percent, its highest level since 2014.
Absorption dipped into negative territory during the second quarter after a
meager start to the year. Budget Office Interiors vacated 73,000 square feet at
3030 Powers Avenue, HCH Bearing America vacated 33,000 square feet on Port
Industrial Drive and NCP Solutions vacated 30,000 square feet at 8948 Western
Way. On the positive side of absorption Snowbird Technologies took 37,600
square feet and the Mayo Clinic took 10,000 square feet, both at 7787 Bayberry
Road. CrazyArt also took occupancy of a short-term 30,000 square foot space in
1 Imeson Park Boulevard. Samsonite is set to take occupancy at 1 Imeson in
November of 2020.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
-170,536 s.f. ▲

Under construction

378,125 s.f. ▶

Total vacancy

8.5% ▼

Sublease vacancy

75,604 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$4.97 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Stable ▲

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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Most of the slowdown in activity can be attributed to firms taking a wait-andsee approach, rather than a true reversal in business activity. Jacksonville’s
employment market is also less concentrated in hospitality and retail than the
rest of Florida and should rebound as the pandemic is contained.

5%

Outlook
While economic fundamentals seem to be turning a corner, cases of COVID-19
are rising in Florida which could lead to another quarter of tepid activity.
However, industrial real estate is well positioned to weather the storm. As
consumers are forced to rapidly adopt online retail and grocery shopping
platforms, demand for last mile delivery facilities, cold storage and ecommerce distribution centers is projected to continue growing, especially in
the post-pandemic world.
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Kansas City
Kansas City shows perseverance with high absorption,
low vacancy, and a growing construction pipeline
• Two buildings deliver as planned this quarter, adding 1,495,596 square
feet to warehousing and distribution inventory.
• Total vacancy decreased to 4.9% and sublease vacancy remained
unchanged at 0.2%.
• Although COVID-19 has slowed tenant activity, the industrial market
shows promise in continued leasing, move-ins, and stability in
automotive manufacturing.
Amidst a global pandemic, the Kansas City industrial market shows its
strength and perseverance. New construction, mainly speculative, is still on
track to deliver over 6.2 million square feet by year end. Northpoint
Development’s 205,000 square foot Riverside Horizons X broke ground in the
second quarter. In Wyandotte County, Northpoint’s Turner Logistics Center 1
is expected to deliver in Q4 2020 and is already roughly 70% leased, while
Turner Logistics Center 2 is expected to break ground in early Q3. KCI Logistics
Centre V delivered 542,000 square feet fully leased by Pure Fishing, Inc. LPKC
Inland Port VII also delivered 952,956 square feet this quarter, the largest
speculative industrial building in the metro to date.
Despite limited ability to tour the market and non-essential business
restrictions due to COVID-19, the second quarter’s leasing velocity remained
steady and the total vacancy rate decreased from 5.1% in Q1 to 4.9% in Q2.
Massachusetts based Thermo Fisher expanded their Kansas City footprint in
Lenexa after winning a federal contract to produce a viral transport media
used in COVID test kits. They leased 120,000 square feet at 17000 W 116th St
and will hire 300 new employees. Additionally, Northpoint’s Southview
Commerce Center in Belton, MO is fully leased as of the second quarter.
Building 1 is now fully occupied and building 2 and 3 are now under
construction and, as of Q2, fully leased by e-commerce tenants.
Outlook
The global pandemic’s short term effects remain in flux, as the duration and
severity of its impact on the economy have yet to be determined. Based on
the latest available data, the economy is likely beginning to recover from the
point of weakest demand, but it will take several months to verify the
underlying market conditions. The recent announcement that the redesigned
2021 Ford F-150 will be built in the Claycomo plant offers additional stability
to the region’s manufacturing sector. Industrial market indicators look to
remain stable through the remainder of the year.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
2,021,481 s.f. ▲

Under construction

4,442,549 s.f. ▲

Total vacancy

4.9% ▶

Sublease vacancy

495,559 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$4.60 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Rising ▲

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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Las Vegas

Large block users create a “tale of two markets”
• In the face of COVID-19 demand for large block users shows no signs
of slowing.
• Tenant requirements have been accelerated to ensure steady
supply chain.
• Development continues with over 4 million square feet slated for
completion in 2020.
During the first half of 2020, it was a “tale of two markets” in the Las Vegas
industrial sector. Since the end of March, the Las Vegas market experienced a
total of 42,567 square feet of occupancy gains bringing the year-to-date total
to 502,187 square feet. The distribution of goods to the local market and the
region is the driving force behind large block users flocking to North Las Vegas
posting over 875,000 square feet of positive net absorption year-to-date. With
tourism volume down 95 percent year-over-year and no conventions held
since March due to COVID-19, businesses located in South Vegas supporting
the Strip have struggled to stay open and is evidence of the 340,593 square
feet of losses during the same time period.
Leasing activity in big-box, warehouse & distribution space has not slowed
down despite economic uncertainty. Since the start of the pandemic roughly
five million square feet of new requirements have come to market in Las
Vegas with the majority in excess of 100,000 square feet. Logistics users
looking to shore up or redefine their supply chain considering the current
crisis are driving timelines for securing space. Several users with 2021
requirements are moving to secure deals by 2020.
Developers remain very active despite increasing prices for well-positioned
tracts of land, adding over 1.3 million square feet of new product to the
market year-to-date. The North Las Vegas submarket leads the way in terms of
new construction, accounting for 74 percent of the 4.8 million square feet
currently under construction. While speculative construction remains a risk,
new development opportunities have become scarce given the lack of viable
land and the complexity of acquiring federally held parcels.
Outlook
Vacancy in the Las Vegas market will inevitably increase due to the speculative
construction pipeline and slowing demand from the tourism and gaming
industries. However, it is likely that persistent demand among e-commerce
and logistics users will continue to drive big box leasing and occupancy.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
502,187 s.f. ▶

Under construction

4,796,741 s.f. ▶

Total vacancy

7.2% ▲

Sublease vacancy

732,502 s.f. ▲

Average asking rent (NNN)

$8.31 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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Los Angeles
COVID-19 and the U.S.-China trade war take a toll on the
Los Angeles industrial market
• The Los Angeles market saw its second consecutive quarter of negative
absorption, pushing vacancy to its highest point in six years
• Despite this, total vacancy across the market is still among the lowest in
the country at 3.6 percent
• Activity in select submarkets began to pick back up towards the latter
half of the quarter, perhaps signaling a turning point for the market
The Los Angeles industrial market posted 4.6 million square feet of negative
absorption for the quarter, as COVID-19 and the on-going trade imbalance
between China and the United States took their toll on businesses. This region
is heavily reliant on the nation's busiest twin ports of Los Angeles and Long
Beach, which has experienced a decrease of 7.9 percent in overall volume
year-to-date. This coupled with an overall slowing of the economy due to
shelter-in-place orders forced a number of businesses to shutter space
permanently. The Central and South Bay submarkets were most impacted,
recording -2.7 million and -1.6 million square feet of net absorption losses,
respectively . This sudden wave of large blocks of space hitting the market
drove vacancy up 70 basis points this quarter, bringing overall vacancy rate to
its highest level in six years.
While vacancy across Los Angeles is on the rise, select submarkets are seeing
vacancy drop due to increased demand. Tenants have been particularly active
in the San Fernando Valley and San Gabriel Valley due to the availability of
infill space, and relative price discount to submarkets in closer proximity to
the ports. The increased demand for infill space by large e-commerce and
logistics companies, driven in part by the change in shopping habits and
increased online purchasing due to the pandemic, cannot be understated.
The need for industrial product near population centers is pivotal to the
operation of these companies and their current supply chains.
Outlook
Looking forward, Los Angeles remains one of the most sought-after industrial
markets in the country. It remains a top acquisition target for investors and a
growth market. While vacancy has been on the rise for two consecutive
quarters, increasing activity in both the San Fernando Valley and San Gabriel
Valley could signal a turning point for the broader market moving forward.
However, market conditions remain uncertain and dependent on the length
and depth of the coronavirus-induced economic contraction.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
-7,773,032 s.f. ▲

Under construction

3,178,802 s.f. ▼

Total vacancy

3.6% ▼

Sublease vacancy

1,908,822 s.f. ▲

Average asking rent (NNN)

$0.96 p.s.f. ▲

Concessions

Rising ▲
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Louisville

Market slows, vacancy rises amid COVID-19 uncertainty
Forecast
95,942 s.f. ▶

Under construction

4,938,272 s.f.
4.4%

▶

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

▲

Total vacancy
Sublease vacancy

635,808 s.f. ▲

Average asking rent

$3.84 p.s.f.

Concessions

The Louisville industrial market has been relatively slow the first two quarters
of 2020, with vacancy rising back above 8.0 percent. This is due to some new
construction coming online, as well as lease expirations in second and third
generation space. Despite the rising vacancy, demand remains strong with
several deals expected to close in the third quarter on properties sized across
the spectrum.

▲

• Clarion’s 659,790-square-foot building delivered this quarter in Southern
Indiana.
• New construction continues as developers become more creative with
site selection.
• Tenant demand has remained with an increase in deals expected in the
second half of 2020.

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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Construction activity remains steady with several buildings delivering this
quarter. Schroering delivered the fully leased 168,000-square-foot building on
Glengarry, and Gray Construction delivered the 256,000-square-foot building
in River Ridge. Also, Clarion delivered the 659,790-square-foot Silver Creek
Logistics Center in Sellersburg. This building is in an area that has historically
not had modern bulk development, but is indicative of how landlords within
Louisville are getting creative as the most obvious sites have already been
developed.
On the investment side, it has been a slow start to the year. However, there are
several intriguing packages being marketed that have received interest from
investors at cap rates similar to that of pre-COVID-19.
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Average asking rent ($ p.s.f.)
Despite a slow start to the year, it is our expectation that there is some
$4
momentum in the market that will translate into an increase in deal velocity
and potential investment sales. There remains significant interest from
developers looking to build in Louisville for the first time, as well as those with
$3
existing assets looking to expand their local portfolios.
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Memphis
Strong distribution fundamentals power Memphis
through Q2 despite pandemic
• 1,549,899 square feet delivered in the quarter, bring YTD deliveries over 4
million square feet with another 6.8 million square feet in development
• 1,628,267 square feet of distribution space absorbed in the quarter, the
highest for the market since Q1 2019
• Sublease availability increased from 1 million to 1.7 million, however
sublease vacancy remains low at just 0.3 percent of total inventory
Memphis’s industrial market showed few signs of being negatively impacted
by the COVID-19 pandemic, likely due to its standing as an active distribution
hub for much of North America. 1,628,267 square feet was absorbed in the
quarter, entirely in the warehouse and distribution subtype, nearly
quadrupling the total square footage absorbed in Q1 and bringing the YTD
total just 566,585 square feet short of the total absorption in 2019. This
absorption was primarily concentrated in the DeSoto and Marshall County
submarkets, continuing a trend of tenants leasing space on the Mississippi
side of the state line: 1,747,000 square feet was absorbed between the two
submarkets. Direct asking rents remained flat market-wide: up just $0.02 to
$3.22 NNN following a larger jump of $0.11 in Q1 2020.
Tracked leasing activity in Q2 totaled 3.8 million square feet in new leases
signed over 10,000 square feet, suggesting that the positive absorption trend
will continue into Q3 and Q4 as these new leases commence. Renewal
activity totaled 1.6 million square feet for the quarter, suggesting continued
confidence in the market by existing tenants and reducing the likelihood of
large move-outs offsetting the positive absorption expected from the high
volume of new leases.
Outlook
Memphis’s unique position as a North American distribution hub will likely
allow the market to weather the COVID-19 crisis with little disruptions. The
market will benefit from the accelerated change in consumer behaviors
towards eCommerce; the market’s central location with one-day truck access
to much of the eastern, central, and midwestern US, positioning along the
Mississippi River, unrivaled freight train infrastructure, and access to FedEx’s
world hub will allow the market to adapt to and benefit from the increased
demand for distribution space.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
2,058,463 s.f. ▲

Under construction

6,803,646 s.f. ▲

Total vacancy

6.8% ▼

Sublease vacancy

630,967 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$3.22 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)

Net absorption
Deliveries
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Miami-Dade
Leasing activity cools, but changing dynamics will favor
Miami’s industrial market
• Leasing activity decelerated ahead of anticipated slowdown.
• Large deals continue to be signed, despite economic uncertainty.
• There is 4.6 million square feet of speculative construction on
hold/delayed due to COVID-19.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
-660,475 s.f. ▼

Under construction

3,453,756 s.f. ▼

Total vacancy

6.3% ▲

Sublease vacancy

1,641,473 s.f. ▲

Average asking rent (NNN)

At mid-year, net absorption was negative and leasing activity cooled down,
albeit not as extremely as some had expected. Leasing activity was supported
by resilient tenant types like 3PL’s, Pharma and e-commerce, which
performed well in the outbreak. Four notable transactions were signed this
quarter and their lease terms were not any different from those reported preCOVID. The four major deals were, ECU Worldwide (164,000 square feet),
Interport Logistics (147,000 square feet), Caterpillar (1116,000 square feet) and
an e-commerce company (211,000 square feet). However, it is important to
note that some of these lease negotiations were started prior to COVID-19.
The real changes have occurred on the development front as multiple owners
have delayed or halted their projects – adopting the wait and see approach.
Prior to the pandemic, Miami was expected to deliver 3.9 million square feet of
spec construction by year-end. Now, only 3.2 million square feet is expected,
of which 1.3 million has already been delivered, mostly vacant, while the
remainder of the pipeline is 32 percent preleased. Some notable projects that
were delayed due to COVID-19 include, Bridge Point AVE and First Park Miami.
Overall, there is 4.6 million square feet of speculative construction on hold or
delayed market wide.
Late in the quarter Foundry broke ground on Midpoint Miami Logistics, a
315,000-square-foot industrial development. One of the few projects to break
ground during the COVID-19 crisis, which is reflective of the developer’s
outlook for the Miami industrial market.
Outlook
The impact of the COVID-19 crisis on Miami’s market remains largely
unknown. The closure of businesses combined with a handful of large
projects slated to complete in the next two quarters will increase vacancy
later in 2020. The good news is that the majority of all inventory under
construction are buildings appealing for e-commerce requirements.

$7.52 p.s.f. ▲

Concessions

Stable ▲
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Milwaukee

Milwaukee market fundamentals remain stable.
Forecast
-53,496 s.f. ▶

Under construction

3,073,200 s.f.

Total vacancy

4.8% ▲

Sublease vacancy

46,782 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent

$4.47 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Continued spec deliveries within the rapidly expanding Germantown area of
the Washington County submarket have in-part led to increased vacancy rates
while the buildings await new occupants. Since 2018, Washington County has
gained nearly 2.0 million square feet of new supply (both spec and build-tosuit), pushing the vacancy rate up to 3.9%, the highest of the suburban
industrial submarkets.
The largest second quarter spec delivery was 2 Goldendale Road (117,000
square feet) in Germantown. Build-to-suits completed in the second quarter
include Illing Company’s 240,500-square-foot consolidation from just 2.5
miles south in Germantown, and Dielectric’s 100,000-square-foot relocation
from Menomonee Falls. Awaiting final approval for occupancy is the 650,000square-foot Amazon facility in Oak Creek. (JLL is only considering footprint in
total square foot number)
Significant leases signed in the second quarter include Burton & Mayer (42,600
square feet) at N88W13901 Main St in Menomonee Falls; AllStates Trucking
renewal (42,000 square feet) at 4659 W Basswood Dr in Franklin; and Douglas
Dynamics (30,000 square feet) at 8301 W Parkland Ct in Milwaukee.
Outlook
Only minor effects on industrial real estate are being felt so far as a result of
COVID-19. We continue to be cautiously optimistic on the primary drivers
behind industrial demand which include e-commerce, life sciences,
manufacturing, and distribution. As vacancy rates remain low and asking rates
hold stable as they have for many years, the initial effect of COVID-19 on the
market will likely be a slowing of speculative construction in the coming
quarters.

▶

• Vacancy in the second quarter increased to 4.8% from 4.4% last quarter.
• New development continues in Germantown, ahead of Amazon’s
delivery in Oak Creek.
• The average industrial asking rate was largely unchanged through the
second quarter at $4.47 per square foot NNN.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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For more information, contact: Tyler Hegwood | Tyler.Hegwood@am.jll.com
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Minneapolis –
St. Paul
Landlord-favorable market continues as manufacturing
and distribution demand begin to rebound
• The true effects of COVID-19 on the Twin Cities’ industrial market are not
yet reflected in absorption and rental rate data; however tour activity
picked up in June, three months after March’s initial stay-at-home orders.
• With all new spec development halted, the handful of large bulk users in
the market are considering existing options and build-to-suit (BTS).
• Local strengths in the life sciences and a rise in e-commerce demand are
propping up the economy as essential services and production continue.
The Minneapolis-St. Paul industrial market demonstrated steady expansion for
nearly a decade. Since the first quarter of the year, velocity has slowed but
fundamentals remain strong. This quarter’s net negative absorption was primarily
due to Target ‘s relocation to last-mile distribution space in St. Paul’s Midway
micromarket, vacating 560,000 square feet in the Southwest submarket.
In early April, Blackstone’s Link Industrial acquired CSM’s industrial portfolio for $665
million. Of the 7.0 million square feet that traded, 5.7 million square feet were in the
Twin Cities, making it the largest industrial transaction in Minnesota’s history.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
-87,596 s.f. ▲

Under construction

1,948,888 s.f. ▶

Total vacancy
Sublease vacancy

544,945 s.f. ▲

Average asking rent

$5.82 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)

5,000,000
(5,000,000)
2016

Manufacturing and distribution users were deemed essential businesses by
Governor Walz’s executive order this spring, and until the recent phased reopening,
industrial occupiers have been the few hubs of onsite job activity in the Twin Cities.
Industrial properties will continue to see user demand through the remainder of the
year, particularly among life sciences firms. The Twin Cities’ strengths in medical
device and pharmaceutical manufacturing promise continued market activity as the
search for COVID-19 treatments continues.

Net absorption
Deliveries

10,000,000

All speculative construction stopped at the onset of COVID-19 in March, yet build-tosuit development will continue in order to meet the continued demand. ”This
quarter, over 850,000 square feet of new supply delivered. French Lake Phase I
Total vacancy
delivered fully leased by Spears Manufacturing, and Retail Tech occupied 200,000
10%
square feet in the first building at Holasek Business Park in Chanhassen. Currently,
at least six large users require new facilities north of 250,000 square feet. In this low- 8%
supply market, those needs will require BTS development. Net new demand for
modern bulk space totals 700,000 to 900,000 square feet of user needs. The market 6%
is waking up and tour activity has increased since mid-June, when market tours
4%
went from a standstill to a few tours a week. Most ownership groups have begun
2006 2008 2010
receiving RFPs again.
Outlook

5.6% ▶
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For more information, contact: Carolyn Bates | carolyn.bates@am.jll.com
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Nashville
Confidence in Nashville’s warehouse & distribution
market continues despite pandemic
• Developers broke ground on over 1 million square feet of warehouse
space in the Nashville market in Q2 2020
• Total absorption for the quarter equaled 1,319,896, pushing yearly
absorption over 2 million square feet
• Direct asking rents continued to climb as more new Class A warehouses
are added to the available inventory: $5.07 market-wide in Q2, up from
$4.97 in Q1
Nashville’s explosive population growth in recent years coupled with the
metro area’s central location within a day’s drive of much of the East Coast
and Midwest has fueled a boom of distribution space – led by a large
eCommerce user that has committed to several million square feet of
warehouse space in the market with plans to lease or build several million
more. COVID-19 did not appreciably slow this momentum; YTD absorption is
over 1 million square feet higher following Q2 2020 than it was following Q2
2019 – 2,190,796 square feet versus 1,109,321 square feet in Q2 2019.
Signed leases among the five largest brokerage companies in Nashville was
down slightly quarter-over-quarter: 1,606,812 square feet in the second
quarter versus 2,126,925 in first. However, when compared to the same
quarter last year, Q2 2020 was 52,209 square feet higher. These consistent
leasing activity numbers suggest that tenants continue to have confidence in
Nashville’s warehouse market and positive absorption should continue as
these signed tenants move into leased spaces in the third and fourth quarters.
Outlook
While the macroeconomic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is still largely
uncertain, Nashville’s industrial market is showing signs of weathering the
storm with little to no disruption in the status-quo. The previously mentioned
large eCommerce user’s continued commitment to the Middle Tennessee
region—both in distribution space and office space—will provide stability as
more residents change their habits towards more online shopping.
Developers are echoing this confidence in the market and broke ground on
1,082,876 square feet of warehouse space in Q2 2020, all of which is located in
the Southeast and Wilson County submarkets.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
2,190,796 s.f. ▲

Under construction

4,231,075 s.f. ▲

Total vacancy

3.2% ▼

Sublease vacancy

787,710 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$4.97 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)

Net absorption
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For more information, contact: Austin Shealy | austin.shealy@am.jll.com
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New Jersey
Leasing velocity accelerates despite
economic uncertainty
• Leasing volume hit its second highest level since 2008 due to a burst of
activity late in the quarter.
• Class A vacancy remained at hyper-low levels, while lower quality
buildings saw an uptick in vacancy due to greater sublease availability.
• E-commerce is expected to dominate future leasing, as it accounts for
over 35.0 percent of active tenant requirements.
Amid the COVID-19 pandemic and stay-at-home orders across the Northeast,
the New Jersey industrial market saw an acceleration in leasing. 10.5 million
square feet was leased in the quarter, the second highest level since 2008.
Pent up demand from restricted economic activity in March and April resulted
in a flurry of closed transactions in May and June, resulting in 8.2 million
square feet of volume in those two months. The quarter’s demand was broadbased, but e-commerce was the most active industry, as an undisclosed ecommerce company signed ten leases, accounting for 2.3 million square feet.
This will bring the company’s statewide footprint to 17.7 million square feet
across 43 buildings.
Despite accelerated leasing across the board, economic uncertainty has
started to affect segments of the market. The total amount of vacant space
statewide rose by 1.1 million square feet, 603,500 square feet of which was
sublease space. 92.4 percent of the state’s vacant sublease space is Class B
and C product and all sublease vacancies are less than 150,000 square feet.
This suggests small to medium sized businesses, who don’t have as robust
balance sheets as Fortune 500 companies, are less equipped to handle a
prolonged shutdown. Despite this, Class A vacancy held constant at 1.8
percent. This emboldened developers to maintain discipline on asking rents,
driving overall average asking rents 5.9 percent higher year-over-year.
Outlook
E-commerce demand is expected to continue to flourish, as the segment
accounts for over 35.0 percent of the 22.7 million square feet of active tenant
requirements across the state. This bodes well for developers and landlords of
Class A space. Smaller tenants may continue to be conservative given the
economic uncertainty nationwide. As a result, smaller, lower quality buildings
may experience more downtime while the economic landscape shakes out.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
4,420,512 s.f. ▲

Under construction

14,316,905 s.f. ▲

Total vacancy

2.5% ▼

Sublease vacancy

957,920 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$9.10 p.s.f. ▲

Concessions

Falling ▼

Supply and demand (s.f.)

Net absorption
Deliveries
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New York City
E-commerce demand bolsters second quarter
leasing activity.
• More than 5.5 million square feet of new product is expected to deliver in
the next two to four years.
• There remains over 11.0 million square feet of demand for industrial
space from prospective tenants.
• Over the last two years, e-commerce related leasing velocity has
accounted for 1.5 million square feet or 33.0 percent of total
leasing velocity.
Overall leasing activity, apart from e-commerce leases, stalled during the
second quarter as evidenced by only 7 deals being signed in New York City.
The acceleration of e-commerce leasing activity is due to the ever increasing
e-commerce demand by New York City residents. Two leases were signed by a
major e-commerce retailer in the South Bronx submarket, one for 47,900
square feet and the other for 205,409 square feet. As the COVID crisis improves
and lockdown restrictions are removed we expect leasing activity to rebound
and diversify over time.
Despite a slow down in leasing velocity overall asking rents increased during
the second quarter as average rents reached $22.37 per square foot which is a
3.1 percent increase over the first quarter. The Brooklyn market experienced
the strongest rent growth with average asking rents approaching $28.48 per
square foot. Prologis and Terreno, in particular for 450 Johnson Ave and 154
Morgan Avenue, in the Greenpoint/Williamsburg submarket are pushing rents
to high watermark levels on newly acquired Class C assets. This continued rent
growth is bolstering the confidence of developers who are seeking to achieve
over $35.00 per square foot rents for their new Class A developments.
The second quarter saw the delivery of Wildflower Development’s two new
96,900-square-foot Class A warehouses in the Flatlands/East New York
submarket which are among the first of the new properties in the Brooklyn
development pipeline to be completed.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
743,713 s.f. ▲

Under construction

1,503,020 s.f. ▲

Total vacancy

2.1% ▲

Sublease vacancy

141,540 s.f. ▼

Average asking rent

$22.37 p.s.f. ▲

Concessions

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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Outlook
The New York City industrial market which in particular is experiencing an ever
growing reliance on e-commerce and food and beverage delivery may be
buoyed from some of the economic fallout driven by COVID-19. As a result, our
outlook on the market remains cautiously optimistic for both the short and
long term growth prospects.
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North Bay
Stable tenant demand and large deals brings positive
absorption, while new construction pushes up vacancy
• A few large move-ins this quarter kept net absorption positive.
• Three projects totaling more than 734,000 square feet of speculative
Class A space delivered this quarter, pushing vacancy up 80 basis points.
• Sublease vacancy will decrease next quarter, when the tenant takes
occupancy of 332,399 square feet at Gateway 80.
While the COVID-19 shutdown brought many businesses to a halt, demand for
industrial space driven by e-commerce, particularly food and beverage has
increased. As a result, the North Bay industrial market saw positive
absorption, thanks to some large deals and move-ins. Leasing activity
compared to the second quarter of last year was nearly half the number of
deals, but it totaled more than 1.2 million square feet; bringing quarterly net
absorption to 74,048 square feet. Notable leases this quarter included a large
e-commerce user leasing 249,000 square feet at Victory Station in Sonoma,
and Saverglass taking 430,000 square feet at Gateway 80 in Fairfield.
Three speculative buildings delivered in the second quarter; the first new
construction of 2020. USAA & Ridgeline finished the 378,405 square-foot
Interstate-80 Logistics Center on Courage Drive in Fairfield, and just down the
road, Phil Garrett completed 104,000 on N Watney Way. The LogistiCenter at
Vacaville on Icon Way from Colony & Link brought 252,160 square feet to the
market. These speculative projects delivered vacant, pushing vacancy to 5.7
percent. If all construction continues as planned, more than 888,000 square
feet of speculative product could deliver by the end of next quarter. And
though touring activity has slowed, the North Bay still has 1.4 million square
feet of tenant demand.
While sublease spaces is expected to increase around Northern California due
to business closing and consolidating, sublease vacancy will decrease in the
next quarter when the tenant moves into 332,399 square feet at Gateway 80.
This will leave 229,296 square feet of sublease space available.
Outlook
Until the area reopens in earnest and there is more certainty around ongoing
market conditions, expect overall industrial market activity to remain muted.
We are likely to see an increase in concessions in the coming quarter, as the
market works through the new deliveries.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
181,101 s.f. ▲

Under construction

1,726,312 s.f. ▼

Total vacancy

5.7% ▲

Sublease vacancy

561,695 s.f. ▼

Average asking rent (NNN)

$0.65 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Rising ▲

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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Orange County
Orange County industrial activity slows due to COVID19, but does not reach a standstill
• Leasing activity for Q2 2020 trails by 550,000 square feet below the
10-quarter average.
• The manufacturing sector has put up the most sublease space in
the market.
• In the SoCal regional market, OC seems to have missed the e-commerce
and logistics wave that drove Q2 large-block leasing activity in the other
industrial markets.
Orange County industrial total leasing activity has slightly decreased, by 16
percent, to 4.1 million total square feet for the first half of the year (800,000
square feet less than the previous year). Because tenants looking to enter the
market have largely slowed down or paused their search, new lease activity
has decreased further, by 28 percent, compared to 2019 levels. At the onset of
COVID-19, nearly 80 percent of deals were put on hold; in the last 30 days,
however, there has been a big uptick in activity as cities began their reopening phases. Looking at the second quarter of 2020 specifically, 1.8
million square feet was leased, tracking slightly below the 10-quarter average
of 2.4 million square feet. Nonetheless, monthly leasing activity for June 2020,
at 1.1 million square feet, was the highest it has been all year, thanks to a few
large renewals. While new tenant activity has slowed, demand is still present
and tenants are by no means leaving the market. Thus, robust demand and
limited supply continue to dominate market fundamentals and there has
been no meaningful impact yet on lease rates or sale prices due to COVID-19.
Sublease space is a prime indicator of where a market is heading during an
economic downturn. While available sublease space in Orange County is
limited, the manufacturing sector has put up the most space, accounting for
41.3 percent of available industrial space in the market since mid-March.
These availabilities are among smaller-sized users as they average 35,000
square feet per availability.
Outlook
While e-commerce has advanced from increasing consumer demand for
online shopping caused by the pandemic, Orange County did not experience
this shift in Q2 as much as the surrounding markets. Across the other SoCal
markets, Los Angeles and the Inland Empire, e-commerce and 3PL companies
accounted for 87 and 55 percent, respectively, of their top 10 (new) leases. For
Orange County, they did not account for any. Still, pent-up demand from this
sector is expected to push demand in the coming quarters.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
606,223 s.f. ▶

Under construction

703,655 s.f. ▶

Total vacancy

3.1% ▶

Sublease vacancy

702,665 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$0.97 p.s.f. ▲

Concessions

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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Orlando
Orlando’s industrial sector shows resilience as
e-commerce powers through pandemic uncertainty
• E-commerce firms accounted for over half of the 2.5 million square feet
leased in the second quarter.
• Average asking rates held firm as new product continued to improve the
quality of Orlando’s industrial real estate inventory.
• Unemployment in Orlando reached 22.6 percent in May and could climb
further if health concerns interfere with current re-opening plans.
More than 2.5 million square feet of industrial space was leased throughout the
Orlando market in the second quarter. The persistent expansion of e-commerce
giants accounted for more than half of this activity, including the 1.1 million
square foot lease of the old Winn-Dixie cold storage facility by a confidential
eCommerce company in April. Vacancy rose by 60 bps to 9.0 percent as over
677,000 square feet of new product delivered with little preleasing. The Center of
Commerce delivered 225,000 vacant square feet across two buildings on Shader
Road in North Orange. Sand Lake Commerce Center delivered 230,000 square feet
across two buildings in Southeast Orange, 46,000 square feet of which has been
leased to an undisclosed tenant and 2152 MLK Jr. Boulevard delivered 113,000
square feet 50 percent preleased to Marine Fasteners. Asking rates held firm near
cycle highs.
With moving activity hindered by the COVID-19 pandemic and ensuing shutdowns, absorption was virtually flat this quarter at negative 21,710 square feet,
bringing the year-to-date total down to 619,062 square feet. Lockheed Martin
vacated 63,000 square feet in Brevard and A-1 Moving ceased operations and
vacated 74,000 square feet on President’s Drive. Several major move-ins helped
curb negative absorption this quarter. Paradise Grills took nearly 120,000 square
feet at Distribution 429 in Apopka, Sherwood Bedding expanded into an
additional 100,000 square feet at Air Commerce Park and Marine Fasteners moved
into 56,000 square feet at the newly delivered Sanford Logistics Center.
Outlook
Exposure to the tourism industry has not yet had a significant impact on supply or
demand in the region, but may play a larger role later in the year. The extent of
the impact will be dependent on the duration of shutdowns and occupancy
limits, which could spell trouble for some firms in coming quarters. However,
absorption in the second half of 2020 is expected to be strong as major ecommerce tenants take occupancy of spaces leased earlier in the year. Demand
for industrial real estate is projected to remain strong through the coming years
as more retail and grocery shopping moves online. This will be especially true for
central Florida, where these trends will be boosted by population growth.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
619,062 s.f. ▲

Under construction

1,929,133 s.f. ▶

Total vacancy

9.0% ▼

Sublease vacancy

265,448 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$6.29 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Stable ▲

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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Palm Beach
Construction activity continues to be strong despite a
pause in absorption
• Negative absorption and a slowdown in leasing activity took the
spotlight this quarter.
• Rents continued to increase, despite the uptick in vacancy during the
past couple of quarters.
• Supply continues to outpace demand and may set a new record in 2020
The Palm Beach industrial market ended the second quarter with 30,000
square feet of negative absorption and a sharp drop in leasing activity. Only
300,000 square feet of leasing activity was recorded during the past three
months, representing a 55 percent drop since Q1 2020. The most notable
transaction during Q2 2020 was Millwork Sales, a 152,000-square -eet renewal
that occurred in the West Palm Beach submarket. Rents in the overall market
increased in the second quarter by 3.0 percent, to $9.35 per square feet. On
the other hand, overall vacancy has started to shift upwards as newer projects
continue to deliver vacant. There has been an increase of 110 basis points in
the overall vacancy since 2019.
For years, the market has experience solid demand drivers, outpacing supply
for more than a decade. It’s only recently that supply has outweighed
demand; the market seems to be adjusting to the new Class A product slower
than expected. Currently, there is 680,000 square feet of space under
construction, all of which is located in the West Palm Beach submarket. As
most of this space is scheduled for delivery in 2020, it appears a new record
will be set this year. Some of the most notable developments include Greene
Space Commerce Center, Airport Logistics Park and Riviera Beach Port
Commerce Center. The majority of these developments can accommodate a
broad array of industrial users ranging from 15,000 to 100,000 square feet,
helping to address an existing market void for facilities that offer smaller and
more flexible footprint.
Outlook
We are expecting 1.0 million square feet of Class A product to hit the market
by year end. While more space is likely to be leased prior to completion, it is
not yet clear how COVID-19 will impact industrial demand in Palm Beach,
which will have to ramp up from Q2’s level to absorb all the space coming to
market this year. Palm Beach still remains a strong and desirable home for
logistics, warehousing, and manufacturing space.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
-30,405 s.f. ▲

Under construction

682,403 s.f. ▲

Total vacancy

4.3% ▼

Sublease vacancy

145,727 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$9.35 p.s.f. ▲

Concessions

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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For more information, contact: Erik Rodriguez| erik.rodriguez@am.jll.com
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Phoenix
Warehouse and distribution space help the Phoenix
market hold steady despite COVID-19
• Large scale warehouse and distribution space remained in demand
recording nearly 2.1 million square feet of positive absorption which
accounted for 80 percent of the absorption for the quarter.
• Average total asking rate increased $0.01 per square foot quarter-overquarter (1.8 percent) and $0.04 (7.4 percent) year-over-year.
• An e-commerce tenant recorded the largest single move-in with 1.1
million square feet of space in the Southwest Valley.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
4,186,838 s.f. ▲

Under construction

4,166,856 s.f. ▲

Total vacancy
Sublease vacancy

1,740,362 s.f. ▼

Average asking rent (NNN)

The metro Phoenix industrial market ended the second quarter with vacancy
recorded at 7.2 percent. Vacancy increased 50-basis points quarter-overquarter, as deliveries outpaced net absorption by nearly 1 million square feet
and roughly 72 percent of those buildings delivered vacant. The market
recorded just over 2.6 million square feet of positive net absorption, up 39
percent from the second quarter of 2019. This marks the 28th straight quarter
of positive absorption going back to the second quarter of 2013. Due to
COVID-19, large scale tenants in e-commerce, medical supplies and food
storage helped contribute to demand for space this quarter. Smaller scale
tenants, 25,000 square feet and under, saw the opposite, accounting for
nearly 60 percent of the quarterly move-outs as activity in this range
has slowed.

Concessions

Deemed an essential job in Arizona, construction has remained consistent,
allowing for nearly 3.6 million square feet of new inventory to be added this
quarter. An additional 4.1 million square feet of product is currently underway
with seven additional projects in the pipeline. Just over 3.4 million square feet
of under construction comes from warehouse and distribution buildings while
another 700,000 square feet are attributed to manufacturing. The West Valley
has just over 4.3 million square feet of product in the works and roughly 1.9
million square feet in the Northwest submarket alone.

Total vacancy

Outlook
Phoenix continues to see an economy led by the healthcare, technology and
finance industries. Vacant land remains readily available for development in
the West and Southeast Valley as well as smaller submarkets that have
industrial land ready for infill opportunities. The market still offers a lower cost
of living and a young talent pool for employment opportunities. Although
Phoenix is not immune to the current economic climate created by COVID-19,
some large scale users are seeing an increase in demand for goods and
products which has driven up demand for larger requirements. This trend is
expected to continue in the coming months.

7.2% ▼
$0.58 p.s.f. ▲
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For more information, contact: Dan Zawisha | daniel.zawisha@am.jll.com
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Pittsburgh
Construction resumes in the region, however impacts
from COVID-19 are felt with negative absorption
• A slight uptick in vacancy could end a five-year decline trend, however
national trends in e-commerce demand suggest a rebound.
• Sales activity decreased in the second quarter with only two sales
closing in April and June.
• Although COVID-19 put leasing activity and construction on pause for a
quarter, there are plenty of tenants in the market searching for space.
Construction at the Shell petrochemical facility faced headwinds as safety
regulations around COVID-19 limited the amount of workers. Other
construction projects across the region were also placed on pause as state
regulations restricted construction. However, in June, construction resumed
and activity began to show signs of a return. In a quarter with less than
400,000 square feet of total leasing, June captured the majority of leasing as
the market began to return towards normalcy, while 16.2 percent of leasing
occurred in May and only 8.4 percent took place in April.
Sales activity in the second quarter also lagged behind previous quarters with
$10.8 million in total sales volume across two closed transactions. Although
the total sales volume is well below previous years, the total square footage
sold is only slightly behind last year’s total by approximately 300,000 square
feet and has already surpassed the total in 2018.

Outlook
The global pandemic’s impact on the local market is being felt, but not at the
same severity as prior market adjustments. While market dynamics indicate a
correction from an otherwise strong multi-year run in declining vacancy and
rising asking rates, there is still 6.0 million square feet of active tenant
requirements in the market. Over a million square feet of these requirements
are coming from the construction and material industry. The market is set to
rebound quickly as construction resumes and warehouse demand drives
leasing activity. Increased demand from e-commerce was evident in the
second quarter as Pittsburgh-based American Eagle Outfitters adjusted
towards a more online model, and as a result, began scouting other markets
for distribution centers. Other short-term uses will be driving demand as well,
including cold storage for increased grocery store warehousing and
manufacturing facilities for essential products like masks and sanitizer.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
-288,195 s.f. ▲

Under construction

1,786,000 s.f. ▲

Total vacancy

6.8% ▼

Sublease vacancy

75,170 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$5.49 p.s.f. ▲

Concessions

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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For more information, contact: Justin Simakas | justin.simakas@am.jll.com
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Polk County (FL)
Prevalence of mid-size distribution hubs may buffer
market in the midst of COVID-19 outbreak
• After just 240,000 square feet of absorption over the first three months of
the year, large anticipated move ins during the second quarter brings
year-to-date absorption to over 2.2 million square feet.
• The construction pipeline has shrunken quickly as projects deliver
without a similar pace of groundbreakings behind them, yet still totals
nearly 2.4 million square feet.
• Average asking rates have effectively leveled off over the past six months,
showing year-over-year gains of 1.2 percent.
After a relatively modest first quarter, anticipated absorption was realized in
Q2 and was largely driven by new deliveries. Such projects include the 713,000
square foot University Park at Bridgewater that was fully leased by HCA, Home
Depot’s new 780,000-square-foot distribution center on County Line road, and
Quaker Sales Distribution expanding into 440,000 square feet at CenterState
Logistics 300 that delivered last year. This brings year-to-date absorption to
2,286,023 square feet, already 118 percent of 2019 totals and right in line with
the five-year annual average. This activity has led to a sharp correction to the
uptick in vacancy seen over the course of 2019 when deliveries far outpaced
absorption, decreasing 80 basis points to 7.2 percent.
With the delivery of nearly 1.8 million square feet this quarter, the construction
pipeline quickly shrunk to 2.4 million square feet, over 1 million of which is a
built-to-suit for a confidential eCommerce company in Auburndale. While
there haven’t been recently announced projects ramping up for construction,
a whopping 12 million square feet of potential spec and built-to-suit projects
sit in the proposed pipeline. If large blocks continue to be leased without
ample construction to follow, asking rates may begin to see more aggressive
appreciation. To date, they have remained stable, and are up just 1.2 percent
year-over-year.
Outlook
Both the presence of large, household name tenants and increasing demand
in e-commerce, healthcare, and logistics industries has resulted in continued
strong market performance in Polk County. Additional absorption over the
next two quarters could act to correct vacancy even more, and may spur the
reactivation of the construction pipeline. Based on active tenant
requirements, the handful of big blocks recently delivered or under
construction could be swiftly leased by year’s end.
For more information, contact: Kyle Koller | kyle.koller@am.jll.com
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Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
2,286,023 s.f. ▲

Under construction

2,395,532 s.f. ▶

Total vacancy

7.2% ▼

Sublease vacancy

254,000 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent

$5.08 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Stable ▶
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Portland
Portland industrial market remains resilient through
downturn as demand for staple consumer goods surges
• Strengthened industrial demand in the food and beverage sector yielded
over 970,000 square feet of positive net absorption in Q2.
• Average asking rates are up 6.5 percent year-over-year but unchanged
quarter-over-quarter.
• Vacancy is holding steady, with no major headwinds other than modest
upward pressure as 1.4 million square feet of yet to be leased
speculative development delivers over the next year.
Despite the current downturn, industrial demand remained healthy in the
second quarter, outperforming most other commercial real estate property
types. The industrial market saw over 970,000 square feet in net absorption
driven mainly UNFI’s 541,000 square feet expansion in Ridgefield and Iron
Mountains' purchase of a newly-constructed 290,000-square-foot facility at
Portside Industrial Park, now occupied by Nuna Baby Essentials.
As with most markets, food and beverage distributors in Portland have seen
an increase in consumer demand following the onset of COVID-19. Mission
Foods and Bridgetown Natural Foods both signed substantial leases while
C&S Wholesale Grocers occupied 349,000 square feet in Troutdale. However,
manufacturers and wholesale suppliers remain strained with major vacates
such as CNH Parts & Service leaving 246,000 square feet at Prologis PDX and
office and janitorial supply distributor Essendant closing their 195,500-squarefoot facility at Rivergate Corporate Center.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
990,493 s.f. ▲

Under construction

4,204,648 s.f. ▼

Total vacancy

4.1% ▲

Sublease vacancy

704,609 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$0.66 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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Development activity remains buoyant with over 4.2 million square feet still in
the pipeline, over half of which is planned to be owner-user or build-to-suit
properties. Still under development are Intel’s multi-billion dollar, 1.5 million
square foot expansion of its D1X fab, JSR Micro’s nearby $100 million facility,
and Columbia Distributing’s 530,000-square-foot planned consolidation in
Canby.

6%

Outlook
Industrial appears to be weathering the storm better than most property types
and deal activity remains steady. Of the almost 10 million square feet of
speculative construction that has delivered over the past 5 years, less than 10
percent is available and the market should be able absorb most of the 2.1
million speculative square feet delivering in 2020-2021. Capital markets are
also generally faring well with over $360M in sales year-to-date and a number
of assets currently on the market and expected to sell.
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For more information, contact: Alice Kemp | alice.kemp@am.jll.com
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Richmond
Richmond maintains occupancy growth, but new-lease
velocity slows
• Mass merchandise retailers comprised 41.6 percent of leasing volume
year to date.
• 1.1 million square feet of speculative development is expected to deliver
to over the next two quarters and is 8.7 percent preleased.
• New supply continued to fuel net absorption as Class A vacancy fell to
2.7 percent.
The Richmond industrial market posted positive net absorption through the
second quarter, weathering the preliminary impact of the COVID-19
pandemic. The largest sources of these occupancy gains stemmed from the
delivery of 1601 Bellwood Road totaling 320,835 square feet and the
subsequent move-in of its eCommerce tenant. In Richmond’s ultra low
availability market, new supply was the major source of Class A net absorption
as overall vacancy in this segment fell to 2.7 percent. These supply constraints
kept direct asking rents on a positive growth trajectory, although at a slower
pace, with only a 1.1 percent increase from the second quarter of 2019.
While overall market fundamentals demonstrated resilience during economic
uncertainty, Q2 leasing velocity contracted slightly, falling 5.6 percent below
the quarterly average in 2019. Year-to-date leasing volume was led by mass
merchandise/eCommerce retailers and comprised 41.6 percent of total
square feet singed in the first half of 2020. Active big-box requirements
totaled 3.7 million square feet which positioned the 1.1 million square feet of
speculative product under construction well for absorption. Short-term
oversupply risk was not unquestionable, however, as these four speculative
projects were collectively 8.7 percent preleased and expected to deliver in the
second half of 2020.
Outlook
Positive market momentum maintained landlord-favorable conditions, but
was inherent of activity originating in early 2019 to early 2020. Restricted tour
velocity and potential givebacks from industries financially impacted from the
COVID-19 pandemic have yet to materialize and were overshadowed by
ongoing and encouraging interest from grocers and e-commerce occupiers.
Additionally, new-lease velocity slowed significantly (down 58.9 percent)
compared to the trailing four-quarter average, possibly translating into more
tepid occupancy growth for the remainder of the year.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
1,141,053 s.f. ▶

Under construction

1,924,352 s.f. ▶

Total vacancy

3.9% ▲

Sublease vacancy

25,000 s.f. ▲

Average asking rent (NNN)

$4.56 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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For more information, contact: Geoff Thomas | geoff.thomas@am.jll.com
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Sacramento

Demand slowly returning as Sacramento reopens
• Touring activity dropped off dramatically in the months during the
strictest portions of the shelter-in-place, especially for smaller tenants.
• Although financing is readily available for owner-users, limited inventory
is stifling sales activity.
• The flight to quality, especially among tenants in the 75,000-100,000
square-foot range, continues and leaves options increasingly limited.

Tenant touring activity came to a dramatic halt from mid-March through May
as Sacramento enacted shelter-in-place policies. Small deals below 15,000 s.f.
were put on hold. Although down from previous quarters, there was some
activity for spaces greater than 50,000 square feet, especially for e-commerce
and cold storage industries. As the market goes through the phases of
reopening, activity is resuming in lock-step with a return of smaller tenants in
the market by the end of the quarter.
Capital markets for industrial space remains tight in Sacramento. Limited
inventory is stifling deal velocity. Owner-users are able to secure cheap
financing, especially with lower available interest rates for credit tenants.
However, there is limited available inventory for these mid-sized users.
Leasing activity on Class A product continues to drive positive absorption in
the market. Quanex Building Products, TireHub, and Living Spaces all
occupied their spaces in newly constructed warehouses in West Sacramento.
All of these deals were between 40,000 and 75,000 square feet, the size range
that received the highest share of Q2 deal activity. Unfortunately, few viable
spaces in the 40,000 to 100,000 square-foot size range remain, with the bulk of
these availabilities either under construction or still proposed. With most
projects in the development pipeline for big-block space, the market for that
size range will remain tight.

Outlook
Fundamentals in the market remain strong. Vacancy and sublease space has
not dramatically increased and rents have not dropped. Currently, consumer
and business confidence is slowing market activity as landlords and tenants
have yet to come eye-to-eye in the post-COVID-19 landscape. Still, expect
demand to return as the region continues to reopen, especially as consumer
online shopping habits persist.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
-157,804 s.f. ▲

Under construction

3,124,427 s.f. ▼

Total vacancy

4.2% ▲

Sublease vacancy

201,778 s.f. ▲

Average asking rent (NNN)

$0.55 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Rising ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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For more information, contact: Joel Woodmass | Joel.Woodmass@am.jll.com
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Salt Lake City
Market records quarterly net absorption loss but rent
and vacancy remain stable
• Quarter-over-quarter rent growth remained flat at $0.52 per square foot
while year-over-year rates were down slightly.
• For the third straight quarter, sublease absorption was negative; still, Q2
available sublease space decreased 27.8 percent since March’s figure.
• Leasing activity slowed during Q2 as landlords and tenants waited to see
what the economy will do amid the coronavirus pandemic.
Despite initial concerns that the industrial sector could face significant loss of
tenants and corresponding rental rate decreases due to economic uncertainly
related to the COVID-19 pandemic, vacancy and rent held steady during Q2.
Second quarter vacancy was 3.8 percent – up slightly from Q1. Rental rates
remained unchanged from one quarter ago and now measures $0.52 per
square foot monthly. This was largely due to industries experiencing
dramatically increased consumer demand amid stay-at-home quarantine
measures and limited access to retailers for goods. E-commerce, 3PL
providers, home improvement, and even outdoor recreation gear
companies have remained busy amid COVID-19. See Solo Stove as a prime
example; the manufacturer of camping stoves saw its businesses increase in
the past quarter.
April through June recorded far fewer move-ins compared to the first quarter.
There was only 75,000 square feet of direct absorption during Q2, whereas Q1
had 1.1 million square feet. This, combined with three consecutive quarters of
negative sublease absorption, drove down Q2 absorption, which came in at
-140,392 square feet. Atlanta-based Simpler Postage shut its doors
nationwide during the Spring and vacated over 220,000 square feet at the
Business Depot Ogden, largely contributing to Q2 numbers. Another
contributing factor—numerous companies listed vacant sublease space,
including Overstock.com at Landmark IV.
Outlook
A significant amount of construction is scheduled to deliver next quarter—
more than 2.9 million square feet. With several major tenants due to move-in
during Q3, absorption should move back into positive territory; in fact, we
track approximately 2.0 million square feet of tenants scheduled to occupy.
Among those, Amazon is slated to move into 1.3 million square feet at its new
West Jordan fulfillment center.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
802,429 s.f. ▲

Under construction

8,543,721 s.f. ▶

Total vacancy

3.8% ▶

Sublease vacancy

848,486 s.f. ▲

Average asking rent (NNN)

$0.52 p.s.f. ▲

Concessions

Rising ▲

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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For more information, contact: Amy Mills | amy.mills@am.jll.com
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San Diego
E-commerce spearheads San Diego activity
amid COVID-19
• San Diego posts another quarter of negative absorption but leasing
activity surged in Q2 thanks to e-commerce.
• COVID-19 has not significantly impacted the industrial market, only
putting a hold on smaller sized tenants.
• E-commerce continues to be a local market driver, this trend is expected
to continue as online demand rises.
Despite negative absorption in Q2, the market saw a 51 percent increase in
leasing activity from Q1 and a large influx in new development. Leasing was
driven by e-commerce, responsible for 40 percent of the nearly 1.5 million
square feet signed. Q2 had one of the largest leases in market history, when
an e-commerce tenant singed for 533,950 square feet at Vantage Point in
Poway. The market is experiencing a new under construction record of 4.5
million square feet, of which e-commerce is accountable for 83 percent of the
pre-committed pipeline; led by a 3.2 million-square-foot distribution facility
now under construction in Otay Mesa.
COVID-19 has had a minimal negative impact on tenant demand, however, Q2
requirements are up 25 percent from Q1. Nearly all of the requirements that
have been put on hold due to the pandemic have been for tenants less than
50,000 square feet. Due to the dwindling land supply and premium rents in
Central County, demand has continued to shift away from the Central Cluster,
as about two-thirds of requirements are seeking space in the neighboring
clusters. A notable hurdle for the Central Cluster is the dearth of large
available blocks, having only one 100,000 square foot availability. With
demand rising and vacancy holding tight, asking rents are up 2 percent yearover-year and saw no change from Q1.
Outlook
With a large volume of speculative inventory anticipated to deliver by 2022,
vacancy could see an uptick as product hits the market. Regardless of two
large move-outs in the first half, Imperial Toy vacating in Q1 and Ceva
Logistics downsizing in Q2, absorption is likely to rebound in the second half
of the year. E-commerce users are expected to occupy an additional 4 million
square feet over the next few years. Medical device companies, online
groceries, and tenants with a need for cold storage, may be additional
industries to look out for in the short term.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
-308,695 s.f. ▲

Under construction

4,474,246 s.f. ▲

Total vacancy

4.6% ▲

Sublease vacancy

188,738 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$1.00 p.s.f. ▲

Concessions

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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For more information, contact: Tony Rizzo | anthony.rizzo@am.jll.com
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San Francisco
Mid-Peninsula
Industrial market remains stable through shelter-inplace market uncertainty
• Mid Peninsula saw minimal positive absorption this quarter, the first
positive quarter since the fourth quarter of 2018
• Asset metrics plateau as deal velocity stalled in response to market
uncertainty
• Alexandria acquires 117,000 square feet of industrial space, primed for
office or flex conversion

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
-217,313 s.f. ▲

Under construction

0 s.f. ▶

Total vacancy

4.9% ▼

Sublease vacancy

153,253 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$1.70 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

The Mid Peninsula showed marginal positive absorption this quarter for the
first time since the fourth quarter of 2018 at 36,559 square feet. Consistent
with the positive absorption, total vacancies decreased by 10 bps from last
quarter with marginal increases in asking rents. Nationally, industrial
properties reported close to 100 percent rent collection which was the highest
percentage of any asset type tracked since the shelter-in-place order. Overall
leasing activity was down 46.2 percent from the second quarter of 2019.
Alexandria bought a 117,000-square-foot portfolio of industrial space from
Kelly Moore Paint Company in San Carlos, between highways 82 and 101.
Consistent with recent trends of converting well-located infill industrial to
creative office space, Alexandria has proposed the Commercial and Old
County Road sites for office conversion and purchased the portfolio for
approximately $1,000 per building square foot. This will serve as part of
Alexandria’s larger office and life sciences portfolio in the Mid Peninsula.
Outlook
The second quarter saw consumer production shifts unlike any before with
shutdowns across the country. With much of the Bay Area population
sheltering-in-place and many avoiding in-person shopping, e-commerce and
delivery services saw a significant spike in usage. This will likely contribute to
an increase in demand for storage and distribution space. Even with the
uncertainty of shelter-in-place, Mid Peninsula industrial spaces are ideally
situated in close proximity to major consumer markets of San Francisco and
Silicon Valley. While the long term effects of coronavirus shutdowns are yet to
be realized, the shift in buying behavior towards e-commerce is expected to
continue well after COVID-19. The result will be increase last mile warehouse
demand and growing cold storage needs as buyers shift to on-line
grocery purchases.
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For more information, contact: Kate Zeller | Katherine.Zeller@am.jll.com
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Seattle/
Puget Sound
Large developments are delivering vacant but
e-commerce is moving the market forward
• The Port’s container volume continues to decline, down 23.8 percent in
the month of May and 18.8 percent year to date
• Some e-commerce companies executed on large scale leases this quarter,
a potential sign of resiliency amidst economic turbulence
• Over 3.9 million square feet of developments have been completed yearto-date
The strong development pipeline has pushed vacancy to its highest level since
2013, with 2.15 million square feet delivering vacant in Q2. A bulk of these
projects are delivering in Pierce and Thurston counties where demand isn’t as
strong as for new developments close-in. These large block availabilities will
provide needed space for e-commerce demand and from 3PL’s and retailers
with omni-channel distribution.
Disruptions in the supply chain have been fully exposed as the Northwest
Seaport Alliance saw its lowest January to May container volume since 2009.
Despite this, e-commerce companies have signed for over 1.9 million square
feet year to date in all corners of the market, as demand for online orders have
spiked. Some large retailers have a backlog of inventory due to months of
closures and are looking for short-term space to store surplus goods, the case
with IKEA leasing 200,000 square feet for one year at the newly built LPC One in
Frederickson.
Sublease space increased marginally but availability remains extremely low at
only 0.4% of total inventory. Only one sublease space over 100,000 square feet
has hit the market thus far, likely due to many distribution operators and
manufactures being deemed essential amidst the stay-at-home order.
Landlords are still holding strong on rents but with vacancy on the rise, tenants
are gaining leverage.
Outlook
Strong ongoing demand from e-commerce tenants should help bring down
vacancy before year end, especially as spec development is put on hold. There
is still uncertainty around Boeing as COVID related layoffs have begun, cancelled
orders continue and the 737 Max grounding is still looming. The Puget Sound
industrial market has shown its strength through the pandemic but the future of
COVID-19 continues to be a question mark.
For more information, contact: Blake Auckland | blake.auckland@am.jll.com
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Fundamentals
Forecast
YTD net absorption
951,985 s.f. ▲
Under construction
3,823,909 s.f. ▼
Total vacancy
5.3% ▲
Sublease vacancy
1,113,712 s.f. ▲
Average asking rent (NNN) $0.80 p.s.f. ▶
Concessions
Rising ▲
Supply and demand (s.f.)
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Silicon Valley

Pre-COVID-19 softening in demand persists
• Little touring activity outside of e-commerce persists, maintaining the
pre-COVID-19 trend of softening demand.
• Institutional landlords are not marketing lower rates as deals continue to
close with market-high rents.
• As COVID-19 uncertainty persists, landlords are favoring credit-worthy
tenants.
As other markets saw a dramatic drop-off in tenant activity, the pre-COVID
malaise in demand in the Silicon Valley persists. Outside of e-commerce
momentum, there is little activity unless the deal was started before the
shelter-in-place or if it is driven by a lease expiration. Since the shelter-inplace in mid-March, the square footage of deals on hold has ballooned from
35,000 square feet to over 755,000 square feet, an additional 350,000 square
feet of deals have also died. The only industry that is thriving is e-commerce,
which has seen a steady increase in requirements over the quarter. Thirteen
weeks after the shelter-in-place, e-commerce activity has increased by 163.6
percent and accounts for 1.45 million square feet of active requirements.
Tenants seeking COVID-19 deals are unlikely to find them in the Silicon Valley.
Although smaller REITs who are driven by occupancy are getting aggressive to
secure a deal, institutional landlords show no sign of lowering rents. In fact,
market setting deals continue to transact, where a confidential tenant leased
88,246 square feet at 44370 Christy St in Fremont.
As the economic outlook remains clouded, institutional landlords are
focusing more on credit-worthiness. Tenants with lesser credit will face deals
with lower tenant allowances and capital expenditures by the landlord.
Institutional landlords will favor credit tenants until the economic uncertainty
subsides. Still, the market remains tight with vacancy below 4.9 percent, with
the bulk of vacancy being made up of newly-delivered Class A, big-block
projects in Fremont and Newark.
Outlook
Expect demand outside of e-commerce activity and lease expirations to
remain soft in the upcoming quarters. Although only one project broke
ground in the quarter, there are two buildings across San Jose and Milpitas
that are expected to delivery by the end of the year, which will drive up
vacancy if not pre-leased before completion.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
-249,885 s.f. ▼

Under construction

1,560,073 s.f. ▼

Total vacancy

5.6% ▲

Sublease vacancy

509,144 s.f. ▲

Average asking rent (NNN)

$1.19 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Rising ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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For more information, contact: Joel Woodmass | Joel.Woodmass@am.jll.com
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St. Louis
E-commerce users give boost to leasing activity despite
economic uncertainty
• Construction activity continues to be concentrated in the northern half
of the region. North County and St. Charles County currently account for
61.0 percent of new construction.
• Vacancy is up a modest 40 basis points year-over-year.
• E-commerce tenants accounted for almost 60.0 percent of all leasing
activity in the second quarter.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
1,450,088 s.f. ▲

Under construction

2,856,142 s.f. ▼

Total vacancy

5.1% ▶

Sublease vacancy

225,810 s.f. ▲

Average asking rent

$4.11 p.s.f. ▼

Concessions

While occupancy growth was down slightly from the first quarter, leasing
activity was up 18.0 percent quarter-over-quarter and 12.8 percent year-overyear. Amazon provided the biggest boost to the increased activity when it
leased two entire buildings in the Metro East: Gateway TradePort 1 (543,740
square feet) and Gateway East 593 (593,940 square feet). The biggest move of
the quarter was Distribution Management Inc.’s relocation from North County
to 1001 Premier Pky (375,200 square feet) in St. Charles County.
On the construction front, Medline, a medical supplies manufacturer, kicked
off its new 811,300-square-foot distribution center in St. Charles County. While
NorthPoint Development began construction on another speculative project,
Gateway TradePort 2 (543,227 square feet), in the Metro East. Of the 2.8 million
square feet currently under construction, roughly 1.5 million square feet is
speculative product.
Unemployment numbers are up across St. Louis, and the industrial sectors
are no exception. As of May, industrial employment is down 39.0 percent yearover-year and is at its lowest level since February of 2016.
Outlook
COVID-19 continues to surround the commercial real estate market in
uncertainty, but the industrial market could have the greatest upside among
all property sectors. A surge in online shopping has led to an increase in new
requirements from e-commerce and logistics tenants. This sentiment was
echoed in a COVID-19 Special Report by Prologis. The report estimated that
“400 MSF or more of total additional U.S. logistics real estate demand will be
created in the next two to three years.” There has already been over 1.0
million square feet of new e-commerce and logistics requirements in St. Louis
since the beginning of March.

Rising ▲

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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For more information, contact: Andrew Thompson | andrew.thompson@am.jll.com
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Tampa Bay
Strong tenant demand, leasing activity to boost
absorption and tighten vacancy over second half of year
• While remaining stable at 5.1 percent in Q2, vacancy will see downward
pressure over the next two quarters with promised absorption.
• Over 1 million square feet remains under construction, with the largest
project topping out at 300,000 square feet after phase I of Lakeside
Logistics delivered 505,000 square feet this quarter.
• Average asking rates saw negligible quarter-over-quarter growth but are
still up 3.7 percent from this time last year.
As implications of COVID-19 were moderately felt in real estate markets over
the second quarter, Tampa’s industrial market saw strengthening
fundamentals overall, yet individual submarkets behaved differently. While
Pinellas County and Airport submarkets saw some small-to-moderate sized
move-outs made up mostly of local firms that have left the market or owner
users that are selling their buildings, the East Side’s inventory of mid-large
scale warehouse and distribution centers continued to drive absorption. While
modest at 250,000 square feet, absorption over the second quarter worked to
bring the year-to-date total to 818,708 square feet, already nearing 2019 totals.
Most move-ins were 50,000 square feet and under this quarter and will be
dwarfed by nearly 1.2 million square feet of anticipated move-ins over the next
six months by firms like Refresco, Skar Audio, Commercial Fitness Concepts
and others.
Factoring in active tenant requirements that far outweigh available space, we
are likely to see tightening vacancy over future quarters – especially if the
construction pipeline continues to slow. This will also have impact on asking
rents, which increased negligibly over the second quarter but are still up 3.7
percent year over year.
Outlook
The East Side submarket’s influence on the overall Tampa industrial market
appears to be amplified in light of COVID-19, due to the prevalence of larger
warehouse and distribution users and a concentration of new construction.
With smaller, local service firms likely to be more impacted by the pandemic,
the rest of Tampa’s submarkets are likely to see relatively muted activity. Still,
submarkets across Tampa continue to perform well with historically low
vacancy rates and continued rent appreciation.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
818,708 s.f. ▲

Under construction

1,008,516 s.f. ▶

Total vacancy

5.1% ▼

Sublease vacancy

266,046 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent

$5.92 p.s.f. ▶

Concessions

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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For more information, contact: Kyle Koller | kyle.koller@am.jll.com
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Washington, DC
Leasing activity down but Metro DC experiences
another quarter of occupancy gains
• Suburban Maryland drove absorption in Metro DC this quarter with
293,493 square feet of occupancy gains, while Northern Virginia had
35,955 square feet of occupancy losses
• Even with a decline in leasing activity, interest in the market remained
consistent throughout Q2
• SBS’ project at Trade West Drive in Sterling delivered this quarter with
two buildings totaling 124,262 square feet
While the Metro DC industrial market experienced an overall decline in leasing
activity, there were still 11 deals signed over 10,000 square feet The Kloke
Group signed the largest lease for 46,614 square feet at 3900 Stonecroft
Boulevard. The market also experienced its seventh straight quarter of
occupancy gains.
Frederick County has generated significant interest from tenants this quarter,
driven by its discounted pricing and landlord willingness to do shorter-term
deals. Kroger’s 350,000-square-foot development on Geoffrey Way is also an
encouraging sign for the area as the property will service online grocery
delivery, and displays the feasibility of a distribution center with farther
proximity to population centers versus other submarkets.
As the data center market continues to eat into industrial supply, new product
will help address supply constraints and sustained single-digit vacancy. For
example, 42714 & 42722 Trade West Drive delivered this quarter in Sterling.
Meanwhile, in Suburban Maryland, the development pipeline remains strong
as well. NAI Michael’s 399,050-square-foot project in Lanham is set to deliver
later this year. Over 900,000 square feet have been delivered annually in Metro
DC in four of the last five years, and 2020 is on pace to surpass that.
Outlook
While COVID-19 has resulted in an overall decrease in leasing activity, the
Metro DC industrial market remains active in terms of a steady construction
pipeline which will help address supply constraints. If tenants are priced out
of Northern Virginia or Montgomery County, Prince George’s and Frederick
County each provide more affordable options, with additional
development underway.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
817,918 s.f. ▲

Under construction

691,226 s.f. ▲

Total vacancy

6.2% ▲

Sublease vacancy

246,538 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$8.70 p.s.f. ▼

Concessions

Stable ▶

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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For more information, contact: Alex Berets| alexander.berets@am.jll.com
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West Michigan

Industrial market slows amid pandemic
• Vacancies ticked slightly upward in the West Michigan industrial market
as leasing activity was slowed in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic.
• In April, local companies began manufacturing healthcare supplies
including masks, sanitizer and other personal protective equipment.
• In June, the former Knoll Manufacturing complex in Kentwood sold to an
Ohio developer with plans to renovate and market the building for lease.
The second quarter saw vacancies tick slightly upward in the West Michigan
industrial market, as leasing activity slowed in the wake of the COVID-19
pandemic. Market-wide vacancy is currently 4.4 percent, while average asking
rents are now $3.74 per square foot, an increase of 7.8 percent year-over-year.
Across the region, manufacturers have changed course to assist in the fight
against COVID-19. In April, local companies, including Wolverine Worldwide,
Haviland Enterprises, and Steelcase, began manufacturing healthcare
supplies, including masks, sanitizers, and other personal protective
equipment. Other manufacturers were able to reopen with enhanced safety
precautions and measures to prevent further spread of COVID-19.
Leasing was relatively quiet in the second quarter, with a handful of smaller
deals making up the activity outside of one significant transaction. In April,
Itochu Logistics leased the 200,000-square-foot distribution facility 1692 12th
Street in Martin. On the smaller side, ASAP Quality finishing took 16,500 feet in
Muskegon, while Elevator Service leased 11,000 square feet at 833 Ottawa
Avenue NW. In June, the 619,165-square-foot former Knoll Manufacturing
complex at 4300 36th Street in Kentwood sold in fewer than ninety days to an
Ohio Developer who intends to renovate and market the property for lease.
Outlook
We are hopeful the industrial market can rebound in relatively short order
moving forward. Year to date absorption is strong in the West Michigan
market, and the harshest effects of the lockdown is likely in the rearview. As
the pandemic has accelerated a shift from traditional to online shopping, we
do not anticipate demand for warehousing space to taper off. Companies will
need more space to keep up with e-commerce demand. Following a pause on
construction earlier in the second quarter, we expect to see new
developments announced and break ground across the region.

Fundamentals
YTD net absorption

Forecast
1,326,617 s.f. ▲

Under construction

741,290 s.f. ▲

Total vacancy

4.4% ▼

Sublease vacancy

627,205 s.f. ▶

Average asking rent (NNN)

$3.74 p.s.f. ▲

Concessions

Falling ▼

Supply and demand (s.f.)
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For more information, contact: Harrison West | harrison.west@am.jll.com
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United States industrial rankings
Total inventory (millions of s.f.)

Total vacancy
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United States industrial rankings
Q-O-Q average total asking rent changes

YTD net absorption (millions of s.f.)
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